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PREFACE

This Construction Noise Assessment Manual has been

prepared by Dames & Moore for the Office of Noise Abatement

- and Control of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under

Contract 68-01-3388. This manual provides techniques to be

used to estimate offsite community average sound levels due to

i the operation of numerous pieces of construction equipment on

a site. The validity of sound level estimations is dependent

-. upon the quality of information used as input. The computed

: construction site sound levels can be used to assess potential
i

community noise impact or non-compliance with adopted ordinances
t_

J_ or standards and can be used to select cost-effective construc-

tion equipment and site noise control approaches.
q

'_' Comments regarding this manual are welcome and

should be submitted to:[

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

i_ Office of Noise Abatement and Control (AW-471)Technology and Federal Programs Division
Washington, D. C. 20460

u_

f_4

J

J
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Construction site activity is recognized as a source
,k

of significant community noise pollution. _ Recent studies 2'3'_

_, of construction site noise have led to the development of

models for estimating site noise. This manual summarizes

the present state-of-the-art in construction site noise pre-

diction. It provides a straightforward approach to predict-
,i

ing offsits community average sound levels. The methods pre-

,_, sentsd are not intended for use in estimating construction

M

i: worker exposure to equipment and construction process noise.

It is not intended that the user of this manual be

_ trained in engineering or acoustics. However, a knowledge of

some fundamentals of sound and nomenclature would be helpful.

I:_ Chapter 2.0 presents a general description of the

)_m construction process. Chapter 3.0 contains a description of

techniques which can be used to measure baseline sound levels

i _ representative of the community sound environment prior to
kl

_ the construction of the proposed project. Descriptors of con-

stru_tion equipment operational data and noise levels are pre-

11 ssnted in Chapter 4.0. A method for estimating construction

t_ site noise levels emitted from the site to the adjacent oom-

p,

munity is provided in Chapter 5.0. The estimated construc-

tion site noise together with baseline community sound levels
!4

li
-- provide the major elements needed to assess non-compliance

i._ with applicable regulations or the degree of impact.
!

Chapter 6.0 provides some guidelines for accomplishing

l

p_ i-i
I
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I! this assessment. Feasible construction noise control methods

are described in Chapter 7.0. They form the basis for miti-

gative actions needed to reduce impacts or comply with com-
M
j

li munity noise standards.

The manual concludes with five appendices:
!

i_ Appendix A - Acoustical Concepts, Decibel Addition
and Bibliography

_i Appendix B - Construction Equipment Noise Levels

Appendix C - Construction Equipment Usage Factors

'_' Appendix D - Illustrative Examples
Lml

Appendix E - Current State and Local Noise
i_, Regulations

1.1 References

i. "The Urban Noise Survey," EPA 550/9-77-100, August
1977.

F

2. Schomer, P.D., Kessler, F.M., et al, "Cost Effective-
ness of Alternative Noise Reduction Methods for Con-

I: struetion of Family Housing," CERL Interim N-3,Report
July 1976.

i: [_ 3. Reagan, F.A. and Grant, C.A., "Highway Construction
Noise - Measurement, Prediction, and Mitigation,"
U.S. DOT/FHWA Special Report, January 1977.

).i

I_ 4. "Background Document for Portablc Air Compressors,"
EPA 550/9-76-004, December 1975.

bd
I

I
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J' 2.0 CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

i_ 2.1 Introduction

I" The construction process includes the demolishing of
d

J_ old buildings, roads, and other structures, the removal or

[+' moving of earth, the preparation of supporting foundations,

as well as the above grade assembling or modification of

:: structures. The installation of services (i.e., water, gas,

electricity) and the final landscaping are also included in

_ the oonstruotion process.

2.2 Construction Project Categories, Phases, and Schedulest,
2.2.1 Construotlon Project.categories

J

_I Construction projects are typically classified into

I: four categories. These categories a_e:
a) Residential buildings:

ILl 11 One- to four-family
II

2) Five-family and larger

}i!_ b) Non-residential buildings:

! i) Office buildings, hospitals and hotels
p

_= 2) Schools, public works buildings

• I! 31 Parking garages

4) Stores, service stations, recreational

!u buildings, and religious buildings
Jm

o) Industrial

J_

t d) Public works (e.g., sewers, water mains, munici-
pal s_reets and highways)

r:
j*
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I_ 2.2.2 Phases

Construction, whether it is for an urban residential
r

_' building or for a nuclear power plant, is carried out in

r several reasonably discrete steps, each with its own scope and

mix of equipment, and consequently, its own noise character-

istics. In the case of larger projects, several of these

steps may or may not coincide.
4

In general, a construction project consists of the

following phases|
Is

• Demolition

_ Demolition can be carried out by workmen using pave-

ment breakers, explosive charges, cranes and wrecking balls,

Ii_ and hand tools. The material is then removed from the site.

This operation may require cranes, bulldozers and dump trucks

of various capacities.

I_ Trees and brush are removed either by logging proce-

_ _ dures (for possible sale), or, where the cover is less dense,

II by using bulldozers.

Earth and rock are removed, in some instances by
II

I drilling and blasting operations, and the site is graded or

_, leveled in preparation for the next phase. Trucks may be re-
i

-- quired to transport earth from, to, and within the site.

i • Foundation Excavation and Backfillin_

Powered shoveling tools, bulldozers and dump trucks

: are commonly used during this phase.

'° 2-2
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• Foundation Formln@ and Placin_
J;

If required due to local geological conditions, piles

,, are driven to provide bearing members for the foundation. The

concrete is then poured to form the foundation, requiring the
i,

usa of concrete trucks, concrete pumps and vlhrators, and

I cranes.
;!

• Erect!gn - Framin@ and ExteriorN

_ The processes and equipment used vary, depending on

_- the type of structure and the primary structural material.
},J

Erection of the structure may require structural

steel work or carpentry work, depending on the project. Con-

crete structures require additional concrete work with at-

i
ig tendant trucks, concrete pumps and cranes. A process common

_m to all projects is material supply, usually requiring a large

number of trucks.

• Finishin9 - Interio r and Exterior Details

Noise emitted in this phase is generally not of great

I_ concern since heavy equipment is seldom used. Instead, manual

_D Jobs are performed often with powered hand tools.
J

_ The boundaries of a eonstruetien site are a function

!, of the type of construction which is in progress. The physical

-- boundaries of a construction site are considered to be the

i_ outermost limits of a site which is under the control of the

contractor. Construction of an interstate highway, for ex-

. _ ample, will have completely different boundaries than the con-

'T structien of residential housing. Although for most sites

,! 2-3



the physical boundaries are fairly constant, temporary

boundaries may exist as the work progresses.

2.2.3 Typical Construction Schedules

The type and location of a project will affect the

specific construction processes and/or equipment to be used.

_. For example, a project planned for a heavily wooded site will

require clearing of trees, a process not generally required in
!

t_.p
an urban setting. This, in turn, will affect the noise ex-

pected during construction.

To illustrate the variability and complexity of con-

_ struction schedules, two examples are presented in Appendix D

_ which reflect the differences in scope and duration of con-

I_ struotion processes.

_ 2.3 ConstructionPlans

2.3.1 Physical Data

_i_ The preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement

I_ for construction of a specific project requires certain informa-

tion such as the size, dimensions, and location of the site.

j_ A plot plan, showing the general features of the proposed con-

i etruction, is helpful in locating where specific construction

_ activities will take place. The access roads to the site

t_ should be shown since transportation of equipment and materials

-- is often a substantial noise producing element.

_ Also, the location of the site as well as principal

i noise sensitive land use areas (e.g., schonls, churches, homes,

_: sto.) should be indicated on an area map. Distances fzom these

p&
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noise sensitive land use areas to the locations of principal

construction activities should be carefully noted.

2.3.2 Schedulin_ Data

-- The evaluation of construction noise impact requires

a construction schedule [for examples, see Appendix D) which

i details the various phases of construction, their duration,

i -- and the activities occurring during each phase. In addition,

.... an equipment use schedule is required. The subject of equip-

- ment usage will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.0.

A construction schedule and an equipment use schedule

should be obtained from the contractor or architect/engineer re-

_ sponsible for the project. Important details, regarding the
lh

i:i time and duration of each phase as it relates to the other con-

_R struction phases, must be supplied. The total number of pro-J

cesses being carried out on the site at any given time due to

_ one or more phases of construction are used to determine the

_| length of time and identify cf the noisiest time period.

_ If the assessment is being prepared during the very

I_ early conceptual phase of the project, and the construction

and equipment use schedules have not been determined, a schedule
b|

i for construction of a similar facility can often be used. Be-

cause certain construction phases depend on the type Of site
t,

-- being considered, knowledge of site topography and geology is

'"' necessary to determine the applicability of these substitute

phases.

2-5



References i, 2, end 3 provide information describing

-- typical construction site scenarios for the major categories of

• construction projects (see Section 2.2.1):

i. Residential building construction

. J

2. Non-residential building construction

_i 3. Industrial construction

4. Public works and highway construction

p_

.... The data provided by these referenced documents are

from national averages and may not lend themselves to accurate
!

estimates of construction schedules for specific cases. This

: i_ is particularly true for large scale projects with unusual

site features. These data should only be used for guidance

i_| in the absence of more site specific data.

2.4 References
I. "Background Document for Portable Air Compressors,"

EPA 550/9-76-004, December 1975.
I

L_ 2. Patterson, W.N., Ely, R.A., Swanson, SoM., "Regulation
_ of Construction Activity Noise," Bolt Beranek and

Newman Report No. 2887, November 27, 1974.

3. "Noise from Construction Equipment and Operations,

_ Building Equipment and Home Appliances," Environ-
_ men,hal Plot_ction Agency NTID 300.1, December 1971.
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3.0 MEASUREMENT OF BASELINE SOUND LEVELS
p*

J 3.1 N@ed Sot a Baseline Survey

The magnitude of the noise impact of a construction

r
,! site depends on beth the noise contribution from the site and

the existing ambient sound levels. A survey of pre-constructlon
iJ

baseline sound levels is therefore necessary to fully assess

construction site noise impact.

3.2 Selection of Measurement Locations

_i The first step in performing a baseline sound level

survey is to determine where measurements are to be made. The
purpose of t/less measurements is to describe existing sound

I_ levels,

l) At the principal noise sensitive land use

II areas, and
2) Around the boundaries of the construction site.

_j It is desirable to survey all the noise sensitive

• areas in the vicinity of the project. Noise sensitive land use

_ areas are described as follows:

I_ i) Residential - This category includes all areas
_ where people reside. It also includes potential

residential areas [resldentially zoned areas

ij where housing may not yet exist).

2) Schools, religious institutions, or hospitals -
These areas are especially sensitive to noise,

_ since quiet is important to their operation.

3) Pristine areas - This category includes wilder-
'" ness, rural, or park areas which are valued for
__ the low level of ambient sound.

_i It is helpful to acquire topographical, road, zoning

and population distribution maps of the area surrounding the

, 3-1
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,, project. From these maps, noise-sensitive areas can be deter-

- mined and existing noise sources located. Note that certain

noise sources such as highways, airports, and railroads can

establish high noise levels in an area that would otherwise be

-- quiet. Therefore, more than one location in the same area may

.... need to be surveyed to characterize different sound climates.

Measurement locations should be chosen as close to

the site as possible, since these locations will experience the

greatest impact. In choosing the measurement locations, a maxi-
h..i

mum radius of 3-4 miles from the center of the site should be

_. used as a limit. This maximum would typically be used when the

-_ study is for a very large project. Smaller projects will re-

quire considerably smaller radii. If no noise sensitive land
r_

USe areas lie at a site boundary, an additional separate Ioca-

ti0n at the site boundary nearest to the center of construction

l
_ activity should be used. Other possible sound level survey io-

_,, cations include:

I) The site center: This is used as a reference

point for documentation. Impact analysis at
!_ this point is not required.

2) Access roads: If there are roads which will
_ carry most of the truck and worker traffic to

_- and from the site, it may be necessary to se-
lect sampling locations at sensitive land use

,-! areas along these roads. In this way, the
i noise impact due to movement of construction-

related vehicles over and above the normal

-_ traffic on the road can be analyzed.

After the preliminary measurement locations are

! chosen, a site visit will help to determine the choices. It

_, 3-2



is useful to select more measurement sites than will actually

-- be surveyed, and then reduce the final list after the site

visit. The precise location of the final measurement sites

--" selected should be designated on the map which identifies the

noise sensitive areas. To reduce costs, the site visit is

often made in conjunction with the start of the baseline sound

-- level survey. Reasons for eliminating measurement locations

_" include:

i) Change in land use from that indicated on maps.
..... If the maps are not very recent, certain features

may have changed. Residential areas not indicated
oh the map may now exist; new roadways may have

.... been built; schools may have been relocated.

-- 2) The activity taking place near a tentatively se-
_ leoted location may not be typical. For ex-

" ample, if there is some other construction
project already being carried out near a loca-
tion, measurements will not reflect typical

.- ambient sound levels.

3) The site may be unsuitable from an acoustical
standpoint. For instance, measurement locations
should be away from large reflecting surfaces or

-- noise sources not typical of the general area.

-- An example of selecting baseline measurement loca-

tions, shown in Appendix D, is for a project to construct a

new parking gara9_ for a New Jersey suburban hospital, l

3.3 Samplin@ Periods

.... Ambient sound levels, in general, are not steady with

-- time. Due to varied activity and the operation of many dif-

ferent noise sources, ambient sound levels fluctuate oonsider-

ably over t/me. Figure 3.1 illustrates the variation of urban

_ sound levels when measured during a typical day. 2 Ideally,

3-3
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an actual record of the sound levels throughout the day is de-

- sired. From such data, two useful descriptors, the Equivalent

SoUnd Level (Leq) and the Day/Night _ound Level (Ldn)

can be computed quite accurately. For those unfamiliar with

_ these descriptors, they are e_plained in Appendix A. In the

.i absence of continuous measurements, short-duration measurements

made at selected times of the day will permit adequate estimates

of these descriptors for a typical location.

It has been recommended that measurements be taken

_ during the following time perlods: 2

i,,! s The midday period (9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.)

s The local traffic rush hour (7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.

.,, or 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.)

• The evening period (.00 p.m. to 12:00 midnight)6-

s The early morning period (12:00 midnight to
7:00 a.m.)

,_ It is most meaningful to perform these measurements during a

I_ weekday, since construction activity usually occurs on a _1onday

through Friday schedule. If noise in the area under study

,_ fluctuates widely throughout the day, additional measurement

._a periods are necessary to obtain an accurate description of

the typical sound climate. Certain state noise regulations

_'_ define the periods during which measurements are to be taken.i

Table 3.1 is an example of a sampllng schedule from a New York

State Regulation. 3 Should the construction project be of a long

term nature, it may be desirable to obtain noise measurements

during different seasons. For instance, where foliage and

1.1
4
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'' TABLE 3.1 EXAMPLE OF SAMPLING SCHEDULE
__ REQUIRED BY STATE REGULATION

NEW YORK STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
I_ SOUND SURVEY GUIDELINES _

i' NOISE

_' SAMPLING PERIODS

i._ Season Day Time

Ji_ Winter Monday through Friday* Daytime
,7 " Evening

" " Nighttime
_, " Saturday or Sunday Daytime
!_ " " Evening
_ " " Nighttime

Summer Monday through Friday* Daytime
i_ " Evening

" " Nighttime
" Saturday or Sunday Daytime

" " Evening" " Nighttime

F_

Note: Daytime 7:00 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.
_ Evening 7_00 P.M. - 10:00 P.M.

Nighttime 10:00 P.M. - 7:00 A.M.

_ *The requirement is for any of the five
weekdayz.

I.%

• i r
_ U

ti

;: I i

F

b I
i

;r

b,
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j, human activity depend heavily on the time of year, sound

levels vary sufficiently to justify separate measurements.N

' 3.4 Recommended Measurement Methodology

This method requires a few hours time of someone
Jb

trained in the use of a sound level meter and the sumpling

,i procedure. It can be used to monitor both baseline ambient

sound levels and sound levels during construction.

_' The sound level meter should meet Type 2 requirements

M of the American National Standards Institute specifications for
tr

sound level meters (ANSI $1.4-1971). Also, a sound level meter

_, calibrator with an accuracy of ±i dB and a windscreen whose

effect on the measurements is less than 1 dB are necessary. A
r

_'_ sound level meter and accessories may be rented from various

I_ sources. The procedure for making sound level measurements is
}s

as follows_ _

!!
}_ i) Calibrate the sound level meter before each

measurement period.

I_ 2) Locate the microphone 1.5 meters (5 ft) above the

i_ ground and at least 3 meters {i0 ft) from walls,
buildlngs, or other major sound reflecting sur-

l._ faces. If these conditions cannot be met, the
i_ measurement may still he made, but the condition

must be properly noted.

3) Set the sound level meter for A-weighting and
"slow" response.

p,I

4) Observe and note the maximum sound level during a
-- i0 ±2 second period at the start of each minute

,_, and half minute for any representative 30-minute
period (a total of 60 measurements). If, during

-- any of the i0 ±2 second observations, the mea-
surements are affected by abnormal sound sources,
such as emergency signals, someone speaking close

_ to the microphone, vehicle stopped by the measure-
ment location, etc., measurements made during

L
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these measurement periods should not be con-
sidered, but the number of measurements should
be extended until 60 valid measurements are ob-

tained. Figure 3.2 shows a typical data sheet
for use with this procedure.

i 5. Find the arithmetic average A-weighted sound
level, _A, using

n

rA = (._LA 1/n
1

-' where the LA values are those sound levels which
,_ fall within six decibels of the maximum level ob-

served, and n is the number of LA values used for
-- computing the arithmetic average. Corrections

may then be applied in accordance with Table 3.2

to obtain Leq from LA.

" 6. Measurements should not be taken when the wind

,_ exceeds 5 m/see (12 mph).

,- 3.4.1 Alternative Measurement Methods

A mere sophisticated and accurate method of acquiring

_z the necessary ambient sound level data is the use of one of the

many digital data acquisition systems now available.
J

i_ These systems usually are self-contained units which

_ are placed in the field and left for a period of time during
• PI

-- which samples of the sound levels are recorded in digital form

on either a 1/8 inch magnetic tape cassette or an internal

memory device. The data are then processed either by the unit
i ,

or by a companion unit (often a desk-top programmable calcu-

,i labor) to yield Equivalent Sound Levels (Leq).

A drawback of such a system is that the data, avail-

! able only in digital form, provide no indication of the sound

sources. Therefore, there is no way of determing whether the

-- sound was caused by typical environmental sources or by non-

i_ typical sound sources such as those resulting from the presence

,, 3-8
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FIGURE 3.2 CONSTRUCTION NOISE DATA SHEET

Instruo=io_s :

-- i. Callbra=e sound level meter using acous=ic calibrator.

2. Ins=all windscreen, selec= A-welsh_in_ ue_work, selac= "slow" response.
3. Observe for i0 ± 2 seconds a= =he snafu of each m/nuts and 1/2 minute

for 30 _Linutes.

4. Tabulate m._um reading LA.

DetaE_.ns Azlthmmtio AveEaEe _A

,._ i" ii 31"

2. •.... 32.,.,.
"- 3. 33.
[ _ 4' Ill l 34, --

'_ 5. 35.
; _. 6. 36..., ...

' i 7. 37.
! "_ 8. 38.

' 9. 39. ,,,
"" 10. ,, 40...

, ,i ii. 41. ..
12. 42.

!_ 13. 43.
i_ 14. 44.

15. 45.

f:_ 16. . , 46.
i;* 17. 47.

18. 48.

t_ 19. ,.... 49.
k

20. 50.
_" 21. 51.

22. 52.

,i 23. 53.
24. 54.
25. $5.

q=l ,,,,
, 26. 56.
"_ 27. 57,

28. 58.=,, , ,

'_ 29. 59,

__ 30. 60.

....? SUM:*
1

Consider for =he sum only =hose values wi=hln 6 d3 o,_ =he ma.'(imun value absented.

! LA = Sum/n:

Location Date Time

Wind Vel6ci_y =ph. Tempe_a=ure =F. -'.n_ineeri i

' Ra_.rka
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of the data acquisition system itself (.e.g., person talking into

the microphone, insect landing on windscreen). The advantages

of these units include ease of operation, long term acquisi-

-- tions resulting in increased statistical reliability, and the

ability to measure Equivalent Sound Levels and Day/Night Sound

Levels, directly and accurately.

The cost of these units can be quite high. They range

;,_ from approximately $3,000 to $i0,000 depending on their capa-

bilities. They may be rented, although this still requires a

substantial outlay. (As a general rule, a monthly rental fee

i. for such equipment is approximately i/i0 of the total purchase

price. )

_, Another method of measuring sound levels is to make

an analo_ tape recordin_ for later analysis. An advantage of

this technique is that it provides a permanent record of the

_ actual sound at the measurement locations. Therefore, it per-

! mita the identification of particular noise sources and the

,w use of different analysis techniques. The tape recorder used

,_ for these measurements must meet stringent technical speclfica-
i

" tions and for most applications must have a self-contained

!_ power supply.

The tape recorded data can then be analyzed Using a

strip chart recorder, if available, after the output signal is

_ corrected using an A-weighting network. Equivalent Sound Levels

can be computed using the method described in Appendix A-2.4.

Equipment is also available which will provide

statistical analysis of the tape recorded data. These analysis

'' 3-11



systems consist of a computer or sophisticated desk calculator

and a real time sampling system. This equipment is generallyM

quite costly and complex.

-- 3.5 Nonmeasurement Methods of Estimating Baseline Ambient
Sound Levels

-- If actual field measurements of ambient noise levels

'" cannot be made, there are alternative methods which can be em-

J-- ploysd to estiraate the baseline sound levels. The use of non-

measurement methods is discouraged andactual measurements

_: reoo_mended, since ambient sound levels are usually very de-

-. pendent upon the specific site. Estimates based upon data

.... found in the literature may not reflect the actual sound climate

: ! peculiar to the site being studied. An error of greater than
t'*J

I0 decibels in an estimate of this nature is not unusual, and

d_i it oan make the difference between construction noise projec-

tions yielding major or minor impact. Nonmeasurement estimates

should be used only when absolutely necessary.

I_ The primary sources for ambient sound level estimates

are environmental impact statements accomplished for nearby

projects. IJ1quiries should be made at local community Environ-

,_, mental Commissions and Planning Baords. The state's Department
i:

of Environmental Protection may be aware of results of sound

'*_ surveys conducted in the vicinity of the proposed project,

Current federal government literature can be used as a source
,..I

of community sound level data. A large number of surveys,

with the goal of describing the range of the United States

sound climate, have been carried out in the past 20 years.

. _ 3-12



These may be used as a means to estimate the approximate am-

bient sound levels in the area under consideration. Figure 3.3

provides representative sound levels for land use categories

-- and data typical of past surveys, s

A site visit is suggested, perhaps during various day

and night periods, in order to obtain a description of the

physical and acoustical environment. Even without a sound

' I,_ level meter, the investigator should be able to identify vari-

ous noise sources present in the area, Where no dominant noise
r
b,,0

sources (industrial plant, highway, etc,) are observed, the

noise climate of the area is principally due to local automo-
1.1

bile traffic noise. The Day/Night sound level, Ldn , for

i,

., these areas may be estimated from a knowledge of the com-

munity's population density. The approximate relationship

between population density and Ldn is

i:_ Ldn & i0 Log p + 22 dB 6

where p is the population density in people

per square mile.

Typical values of Ldn obtained from this equation are pre-

sented in Table 3.3. _

_a If a site's sound climate is established by a nearby

airport, sound level contours may be available from the

!_ Federal Aviation Administration's local office or the local

airport staff. These contours can be used to estimate sound

.. levels at the site under study. Composite noise rating (CNR)

_ or noise exposure forecast (NEF) contours can be translated
i!

" to Ldn values by the following approximate relationships:

r_ 3-13
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-" Ldn
i; DAY-NIGHT

QUALITATIVE SOUNDLEVEL
. DESCRIPTIONS DECIBELS OUTDOORLOCATIONS

i_, ._ LOEANGELES-3rdFLOORAPARTMEMTNEXTTDFREEWAY

LOSANOELES- 3/4MILEFROMTOUCHDOWNAT
MAJORAIRPORT

_._ _ --80-, LOSANGELES-DOWNTOWNWITHSOMEOON-
(DOWNTOWNMAJOR _=_' ETRUCTIONACTIVITY

• _'_ METROPOLIS) __'_ HARLEM-2ridFLOORAPARTMENT

BOSTON- ROWHOUSINGONMAJORAVENUE
r_

H N WATT_- 8MILESPROMTOUCHDOWNAT

L_,t_ _ _ _.. MAJORA,RPORT
...60 _ NEWPORT3.5MILESPROMTAKEOFFAT' ' ' SMALLAIRPORT

LOOANOELES-O 0RES,OEHT,ALAHEAIJ

FILLMORE-SMALLTOWNCUL-de-SAC
l _

" _SMALLTRW. A.--5b-_ OAR0IEGO-WOOOEOREEIDENT,AL

U,ETURSA,
I_ • OALIP01"INIA'-TOMATOFIELDONFARM

p,,I

_ Figure 3.3 - Outdoor Day-Night Sound Level in
! i! Decibels (re 20 microPaseals) at Various

Locations 5
)

J
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,, Table 3,3 TypicalValuesof YearlyDay-Night
SoundLevel for VariousResidentialNeighbor-

N hoodsWhere There Are No Well DefinedSources
''_ of Nols_ Other Than Usual Transportation No_ea e

_" Population Density Ld n (dB)

i i Dascripttan (People/Sq. Hi.)

' Rural (undeveloped) 20 35

I i Rural (partially developed) 60 40

Quiet Suburban 200 45

w4 Normal Suburban 600 50

I; urban 2000 5s
Noisy Urban 6000 60

Very Noisy Urban 20000 65

<

t

! '
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Ldn = NEF+35 = CNR-35

_ For most situations involving aircraft noise, these relation-

ships are valid within a ±3 dB tolerance. If CNR or NEF con-

tours are not available, a method of roughly estimating them

is presented in the "Noise Assessment Guidlines," prepared by

il the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. _ka
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,_ 4°0 CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT NOISE LEVELS

N

4.1 Introduction
!

To assess the potential noise impact of a construc-N

i_ tion site, information regarding the equipment to be used must

be obtained. This information is required to estimate overalli

construction site sound levels. It should include an equipment

i, usage schedule for each construction phase that contains when,

what kind, and how man Z items of equipment.r_

', 4.2 Equipment qsa_e Schedule

An equipment list may be compared with the construc-E
b_

tion schedule to determine the total number of equipment types

Ii_ during phase activity. Table 4.1
used each of construction

presents a typical equipment schedule for a fossil fuel elec-
_J

11 tric generating plant.

II An equipment schedule can often be obtained from the
contractor or archltect/engineer in charge of the project. If

an equipment schedule is not available, it may be prepared

jointly by the contractor and the individual making the noise
I'
_ assessment based upon experience on similar projects and avail-

I_ able information regarding the project and project site. IfF

the project is at too early a stage for these schedules to be

prepared, various sources can be used to develop a representa-

tive equipment use schedule. EPA document 550/9-76-004, "Back-

ground Document for Portable Air Compressors, "_ includes equip-

"_ ment lists for each construction phase for the four major cate-

gories of construction projects. Note that usages given in
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this document are only averages obtained from a national sur-

-- vey of construction projects. Thus, an unknown degree of error

may be incurred by using these data for a specific project.

-- 4.3 Equipment Noise Levels

Noise levels of equipment to be used during the con-

struotion project are needed. A list should be prepared which
:a

includes i) a description of each item of equipment, with its

,. specific model number, if possible_ 2) the A-weighted sound

-- level measured during the noisiest mode Of operation; 3) the

position and distance from the unit at which the sound level was

i_ measured; and 4) the source of the data. The significance of

each of these items to the equipment noise level data is dis-
r_
la cussed below. Knowledge of the type, model and manufacturer of

i_ a piece of equipment will often expedite identificatioi_ of

noise levels. If the specific type or model is unknown, a

I_ class (such as of should be estimated.
range horsepower)

During operation, the sound levels produced by the

_ _ equipment while in its noisiest mode (as typically used) is re-

I_ quirsd. This information, along with the usage factors for the

equipment (see Section 4.4 and Appendix C), will be used to es-

_, mate the Equivalent Sound Levels for construction ac£ivity at

the sits. These data are availble from various sources. The
b_

most desirable source is, of course, actual sound levels pro-

"_ vided by the manufacturer of units which are similar to those
i:

considered for the proposed project.

In the event that manufacturer data are not avail-

able, it may be possible to obtain sound level data from other
J_

i
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I SOUrCes. The literature [particularly, that promulgated by EPA)

contains information regarding equipment operational sound

levels. Sources include:
m

_ • U.S. EPA 550/9-76-004, "Background DocUment for
Portable Air Compressors," December 1975. I

• NTID 300.1, "Noise from Construction Equipment and

kl Operations, Building Equipment, and Home Appliances,"
December 1971.2

M

tt • Construction Engineering Research Laboratory, De-

partment of the Army, "Cost Effectiveness of Alterna-

tive Noise Reduction Methods for Construction of

i , Family Housing. "s

A table of typical A-weighted sound levels for vari-
J

il ous types of construction equipment is included as Appendix E.

_.I The distance at which the sound level measurements
11

were made should always be included. Since the sound level will

I_ vary with distance from the source, this information is neces-

sary to estimate sound levels at different distances from the

!_ site under study. Note that data obtained at short distances

I| from the construction equipment (.less than three times the

machine's major dimension) cannot be used with confidence to

_I estimate sound level• at distances far from the equipment (more

than •even times the machinels major dimension).

I_ The source from which the sound level data were oh-

; rained should be included in the event that substantiation is

required at some later data. Sound level information should be

obtained from as reliable a source as possible. EPA data are

,._ available, as explained, but these data are usually averages.

-- The range of equipment sound levels is large, and extreme care

' ' must be taken when using averages.
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4.4 Usage Factors

Since sound levels produced by construction equip-

ment vary cyclicly with construction activities, some method

-- of including these variations must be used when calculating

construction site noise. The Equivalent Sound Level, Leq,

i! is defined as that sound level which, for a given period

of time, would provide the same acoustic energy as the time-

.J varying sound (see Appendix A-2.4). To compute this

M Equivalent Sound Level, the maximum sound level of the equip-
I

ment and its usage factor are used. The usage factor is

determined from a typical cycle of equipment performance and
i Ll_J

_ the nt_ber of cycles which occur in the time period being con-

il i_ sidered (one hour, an eight-hour shifts etc.). The usage fac-

ii !_ tor, as used in this manual, is the ratio of the time the equip-
p_

ment operates in its noisiest mode to the total time for one

!4 cycle of operation multiplied by the ratio of the time for the

total number of cycles to the time period being considered. _

:* This concept assumes that sound level contributions for modes

i I_ other than the noisiest mode are not significant.

Acquiring these data may prove difficult. Appendix S

I! presents a detailed description of usage factors, how they are

used, and sources for obtaining them. Usage factors as used in

other EPA documents _,2 are based upon averages and are obtained

• "' from data relating to the number of equipment at a site, con-

i structlon phases, and construction sites. Whenever possible,

usage factors should be determined from actual measurements or

,. predictions for the specific project at hand.
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5.0 ESTIMATING CONSTRUCTION SITE NOISE

-- Estimates of construction site sound levels at se-

lected noise-sensitive land use areas should be made for each

phase of construction activity. The construction site soundi.

level is estimated by adding construction equipment Equivalent

_i Sound Levels and extrapolating these levels to the location

of interest. In this chapter, a technique is presented which
!

simplifies this process.

This estimating technique provides the construction

site Equivalent Sound Level, Leq, for the tJ_e period of in-

*", retest, i.e., one hour, one shift, one day, etc. Some state

,_ and local jurisdictions have adopted criteria other than

Equivalent Sound Levels for enforcement or environmental im-

J pact assessment. Some of these criteria can be approximated

using the construction noise estimating technique presented here.

_ 5.1 Construction Activit_ Worksheets
!;

_ The Construction Activity Worksheet, presented as

! Figure 5.1, can be used to aid in estimating sound levels. It
t_P

_& organizes the information obtained from the architect/engineer,

_ contractor, owner, or other sources to ease the computations
t

which follow. The worksheet contains room to sketch the con-

_ struction site and indicate the locations of major equipmenti!

to be used during a particular construction phase. Distances

-- from the centers of construction activities to noise sensitive

: land use areas can be shown and tabulated. As much detail as

necessary is included. The equipment, used during the phase
lJ

i
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-- ?igure 5.1 - Construction A=_Ivit7 Workshe_t "A"

-, Construction Phase

Cons t_uotlun Activity

" Site M_p Designation

Duratlcn of Aetlvi_y

:_: HOURS Of Daily Acti_rlty *

•Excludes mealtime

-" Sketch of Site A_ea
I

-_ E_uipme_t LlSt
! Distance to

_" Noise Construction

# of LA D¢scance Usese Sensitive Activity

_. T_o Modal Units (dB) (meters) Fsetor L.nd Use Location ,.,(H_te_s)

, !

J

!
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-- being studied, are also listed. An example is presented in

Appendix D which illustrates how the worksheet is used.

,, 5.2 Estimatin_ Construction Site Noise Levels

, The procedures discussed below are used to estimate

_ construction site Equivalent Sound Levels, Leq, for the time

period of interest. It may also be used to estimate maximum
i
%t

sound levels emitted from the site. This is accomplished by

i_ assuming that each equipment unit operates in its noisiest

mode continuously, i.e., the usage factor is equal to unity.

*' A recent study ] has indicated that the construction

site Equivalent Sound Level, Leq, and the sound level exceeded

i0 percent of the time, L10, are approximately related by:
_Ja

:i,

_:_ LI0 = Leq + 2 dB

_ The above relationship is suggested when L_o criteria must be

used for meeting state or local standards.

L 5.2.1 Stationary and Almost Stationary SourcesL;4

At a construction site, a large number of machines

are usually at work at numerous locations, each performing its

,_, function using different work cycles. The methods provided in

this and the following sections are used to calculate the off-

_ , site sound levels. In this section, those sources which are

stationary, or nearly so, as they carry out their taskare con-
i.a

sidered. Section 5.2.2 presents a method to compute the noise

._ from sources which move from point to point. Figures 5.2 and

5.3 are worksheets which may be used to calculate offsite

noise from stationary equipment. Most of the information
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Figure5.3 - ConstructionActivityWorksheet"C"

Project ,_ Phase_.._ ....... Construction Period

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) C7) (s) (9)
Total Est. T

Activity Const. Con6C. Background Ambien
No_oo Soneicivo Consc=uccion Lea @ lSm Distance L Concribu- Ambient Leq Noiee
Lend Uee Area Actl"_cF Dtateneo "(dB) Ad_ueCmonc _B) cton Leq(dB ) (dB) Laq (dB



required to complete the forms should have been obtained and

_ entered on the construction activity worksheet, Figure 5.1.

Steps necessary to complete the worksheets are

given below. An example illustrating these steps is presented

in Appendix D.

Worksheet "B" - Figure 5.2

I) Enter the project name, construction phase
(e.g., foundation, erection, etc.), the con-
struction period (e.g., month of year, weeks
after start, etc.), hours of construction

-- (e.g., 0700-1800).

2) For each activity at the site, enter the ac-
-- tivity description, Column (i); equipment used

at the activity, Column (2); equipment sound._
levels, Column (3); distance at which noise
measurements were made, Column (4); number of

!_ units, Column (6); and applicable usage factor,
,, Column (8).

1_" 3) Calculate the equipment sound level at 15 meters
! •

_ (50 ft) and enter this in Column (5). Equipment
sound levels may have been provided for distances

_, other than 15 meters (50 ft). This calculation

! normalizes the distance for all subsequent noise
_ calculations. Use one of the methods described

in Appendix A to make this calculation.

4) Determine the adjustment to the equipment sound
level for the use of more than one piece of

I_ equipment and enter the adjustment value in
Column (7]. Use Figure 5.4 to determine this
adjustment.

m 5) Determine the usage factor adjustment using
Figure 5.5 and enter this value in Column (9).

6) Add the values in Column (5), Column (7) and

-- Column (9) to obtain the value of Leq at 15 meters
(50 ft) for each equipment type. Enter this value
in Column (i0).

7) Combine the Leq values in Column (10) for each ac-
tivity description by adding them on an energy
basis (see Appendix A-2.3) to obtain an activity
Leq. Enter this value in Column (ii) and in
Column (4) of Worksheet "C," Figure 5.3.
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Worksheet "C" - Figure 5.3

i) For each noise sensitive land use area (e.g.,
school, residential area, hospital, etc.) and
each construction activity, list the distance
from each activity to the noise sensitive land

-- use area in Column (3), activity Le at
15 meters (50 ft) in Coltumn (4), an_ the back-

ground ambient Leq (see Chapter 3.0) in
Column (8).

...._ 2) Determine the distance adjustments using tech-
niques described in Appendix A-2.6 and enter

-- these adjustments in Column [5).

3) Add the activity Leq, Column (4), and the dis-
tancs adjustment, Colu_L_ (5), to determine the
activity contribution to the ambient sound at

- the noise sensitive land use area. Enter this
-- value in Column (6).

.... 4) Add the values in Column {6), using addition
techniques presented in Appendix A-2.3, for ac-
tivities contributing to each noise sensitive

,.. land use area. These results are entered in
Column (7).

!i 5) The construction site contribution, Column (7),

i and the background ambient sound levels,
! _ Column (8), must be added on an energy basis
; (see Appendix A-2.3) to obtain the estimated!

I -- ambient average during the construction phase
i for each noise sensitive land use area. Enter

• i _ the resulting value in Column (9).

5.2.2 Mobile Sources

im For noise sensitive land use areas which are far from

the construction site (e.g., more than five times the major

-- site dimension), mobile sources and fixed sources are treated

-_ the same. The location for all sources is assumed to he the

general center of construction activity.

The computational procedures descrihed in

_ Section 5.2.1 are complicated if the equipment moves an ap-

-- preciable distance on the site. This is not unusual for
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d_np truck or earthmoving equipment which transfer material from

one location to another. If the equipment path length is com-

parable to the distance from the noise source to the observer,

then the construction operation cannot be considered stationary.

_ The various categories into which equipment can be classified

arez

Cate_or_ i_ Equipment moves from one point on a site
,_ to another. The transit time is short and the equip-

ment spends most of its time being stationary. Pile
-- drivers, rock drills, and dozers are examples of

this type Df equipment.

_ Cate_or_ 2: Equipment moves in a simple predictable
pattern from one point on the site to another and

.... spends the majority of its time moving. A road
grader is an example of equipment operation for

; this category.

Cate@or_ 3z Equipment moves in a random or complex

path, spending part of the time in motion and part
of the time stationary. Examples of equipment for

'"' this category are delivery trucks and water trucks.

! These various categories are illustrated in Figure 5.6. Fully

illustrative examples are given in Appendix D.

!:. The first category is dealt with by assuming that

p-, the equipment spends all its time at the different site loca-

tions. Transit time is ignored. The equipment is entered

! once on the construction noise worksheet for each location at
u

which it operates. The equipment usage factor is adjusted to

_ reflect the separate location operations. A separate usage

.... factor is used for subsequent calculations for each location.

-- Calculations for Category 2 are somewhat more complex.
-i

TO apply the calculation technique presented below for Cate-

gory 2 mobile operations, the distance between source andt

P_ 5-10
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receiver must be at least three t_as the length of the path

over which the equipment travels.* Equipment operations which

meet this criterion may be treated as e stationary point source

at the "acoustic center" of the path. Figure 5.7 presents the

i assumed "acoustic center" for a number of different typical
r_

i piths. It is assumed that the equipment moves along the de-

i fined path at a relatively constant speed throughout its work

.._ cycle. With the "acoustic center" having been selected, the

computation is accomplished in the same manner as for fixed

sources.

Equipment operating throughout the site in a random

manner is not common and therefore contributes little to site

I

,_, noise, Thus, for Category 3 mobile operations t assume the

equipment noise emanates from the approximate geometric center
1i

of the construction activity. Consider the equipment as

If: fixed, operating at this point, and use fixed source noise

calculation methods.

I>

_ 5.5 Calculation of Leq(z_) and Ldn

I_ At each noise sensitive land use area, the averageJ

_s
construction noise level contribution, Column (7) of Work-

sheet "C," is combined with the background ambient sound

level, Column (8) of Worksheet "C," to estimate the community

noise during construction. If the construction period is

!-_ eight hours, then the combined noise level represents the

average sound level for eight hours of the day. This is noted

*If the source moves in a co_l_ path_ then the lonssst str_ght line dis-
i, caeca be_een Cwo po_cs on cha path is used for this ccitsrion.
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.; as Leq(8 ). Were the construction activity to occur from 0700

to 2200 with a one-hour break during lunch (1200-1300) and a

one-hour break during dinner (2000-2100), then the Equivalent

Sound Level would be noted as an Leq(z3) for 13 hours of the

day.

Two additional descriptors of environmental sound

-- may be required to assess the noise impact. They are the
i '

.... 24-hour Equivalent Sound Level, Leq(2_), and the Day/Night

-- Sound Level, Ldn.

Calculation of'Leq(2_) requires the Equivalent Sound

: Level during construction activity, Column (9) of workshest "C,"

and the background ambient sound levels during periods other

_ than construction (e.g., Ld - daytime and Ln - nighttime). A

detailed background ambient sound level survey provides in-

formation of average sound levels for many different periods

p_
_ of the day. Assuming only two background ambient sound levelsJz_

• for daytime (0700-2200) and for nighttime (2200-0700) are

-- available, a 24-hour Equivalent Sound Level is calculated from:

_ --i Leq(2_ ) = !0 !og1_ [2_ x [z x !0Leq (zl/IO

I_ 10Ld/10 10Ln/lO), + (.iS-z) x + 9 x ]

where z is the number of hours construction activity

I_ is carried out (during the daytime), and Leq(z ) is
the estimated average sound level during construction
activity.

_. The Day/Night Sound Level, Ldn, can be calculated

; I_ using the same method except that nighttime (2200-0700) sound

levels are penalized i0 dB before incorporating them into the

I_ above equation for the Leq(z_ ).

I_ 5-15
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4

These calculations can be performed on a scientific
i,

calculator; however, as an alternative, the following tech-

nique using Worksheet "D" as shown in Figure 5.8, is sug-

-- gested (detailed examples are given in Appendix D):

.... i) Determine the number of hours of construction ac-
tivity during daytime (0700-2200) and its cor-
responding Equivalent Sound Level, Leq. Enter

i._ the number of hours in Column B of Wofksheet "D"

(Figure 5.8) in the column corresponding to the

Leq value for the construction activity in
_. Column A.

-- 2) Enter the number of hours of daytime (15) minus
: the number of hours of construction activity in
"" Column B next to the Day Sound Level, Ld, without

construction activity, located in Column A.

J •

._. 3) Enter the number of nighttime hours (2200-0700,
nine hours) in Column B next to the Night Sound •

i_q Levelt Ln, in Colu_/% A.
q

4) Multiply each number in Column B by its cor-
responding "relative sound energy" in Column C.

i Enter the result in Column D.

5) Add all the values in Column D to determine

!_ ' Sum D. Divide Sum D by 24.

/ i_i 6) Locate the value in Column C that is approxi-mately equal to Sum D/24. The corresponding
value in Column A is equal to the 24-hour

Equivalent Sound Level, Leq(_ ) .

_, The Day/Night Sound Level, Ldn, can be calculated

using the above steps by including a i0 dB penalty for the

nighttime sound levels in Step 4. Note that the procedure

_ must be modified accordingly if any construction activity

takes place between the hours of i0 p.m. and 7 a.m.

5.4 References

i. "Construction Noise Survey," Bureau of Noise Control,
New York Department of Environmental Conservation,
April 1974.
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_' 6.0 ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF CONSTRUCTION NOISE

6.1 Introduction

_ What levels of noise are acceptable? How much time

_' and money should be spent to reduce noise? What justification

iS there to control construction site noise? These are im-
II

portant questions which must be considered when assessing noise

,._:! impact. They are discussed in this chapter.

Assessing the impact of construction noise can be a

_' simple process. There is a substantial body of information

that relates human response to the noise environment. By

utilizing the available information and considering the con-

lj straints on the specific situation, a good estimate of the ac-

(_ csptability of construction noise can be obtained.
In many instaunces, specific construction site noise

regulations have been established by communities. Considera-

tion of state and local standards is therefore the first step

to he taken in assessing the impact of construction noise.

6.2 State and Local Regulations
The magnitude of construction site noise, estimated

using the method discussed in Chapter 5.0, is used to evaluate

potential non-compliance with state and local regulations and

ordinances. Appendix E contains a summary of several current

i| regulations adopted by local jurisdictions. The most common

type of regulation establishes the maximum sound level per-

mitred to cross a boundary line. For construction activities,

this line is generally the boundary of the construction site.



Often it is the property line of a nearby noise sensitive land

_ use. The permitted maximum sound level may be expressed in

terms of octave band sound pressure levels (for steady sound),

+- A-weighted sound levels, or the average A-weighted sound level

as discussed in Chapters 3.0 and 5.0. The permissible noise

levels generally vary with the land use, and may also vary

with the time of the day and frequency content of the noise.

•_ Another type of regulation which may be found at the

local level is a curfew or restriction on the allowable hours

of construction activity.

EPA has published a report I which presents the re-

sults of an EPA survey of state and municipal environmental
t

h.+ noise control activities.

6.3 Federal Guidelines

t_

In March 1974, EPA published a report entitled,

"Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to

Protect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin

of Safety. "2 This document identifies protective noise levels

!_ for a variety of activities and land uses. These levels areii

based only upon health and welfare effects and do not consider

the cost or feasibility of achieving the levels. Consequently,

they should not be viewed as standards, but as long-term goals.

Regardless of the feasibility of achieving these

"_ levels, they do serve as a basis for judging the impact of

noise and the need to take aba_sment measures. Figure 6.1,
!

which is based upon this report, illustrates the impact of
i

t
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-- For ResidentiaJ, Hospital and Educational

Activity

Environmental Noise Level °

Associated with an Action Qualitative Considerations Applicable to

-- (exterior environment) Individual Actions

Levels have unacceptable public health and

75 welfare impacts

_" Significant adverse noise impacts exist:

, , allowable only in unusual cases where lower

levels are clearly demonstrated not to be

,-, possible

6s
i =

_ Adverse noise impacts exist: fewest noise

level possible should be strived for

J • _ 60

+

55 --
t_

Levels aregenerally acceptable: noise impacts

are not usually associated with these levels

°Interior noise levels will depend on he building structure.

u

Figure 6.1, Antic|pared Reactionof Peopleto Varying
Levels of: Noise Exposure
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environmentsl noise in certain areas. It is generally accepted

_ that sound levels below an Ldn = 55 dB do not generally cause

significant impact, while sound levels above an Ldn ffi75 dB

are unacceptable for sensitive land uses.

Figure 6.2 summarizes the results of several com-

munity attitudinal surveys dealing with noise effects, such

as annoyance and community reaction. The magnitudes of the

, effect of noise on speech, community reaction, complaints, an-

noyance, and attitude towards community are presented in

Table 6.1 for Day/Night Sound Levels of 55, 65, and

75 dB.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

has established criteria s to discourage the building of new

housing in areas where sound levels are high. These guide-

lines indicate that it is acceptable to build in areas where

I the ambient A-weighted sound levels do not exceed 45 dB more

• _ than 30 minutes per 24 hours, while it is normally acceptable

to build in areas where the ambient A-weighted sound levels do

"_ not exceed 65 dB for more than 8 hours per 24 hours. _bove

this exposure level, the area is considered normally unacceptable.

The National Academy of Sciences' Committee on Hearing,

• Bioaeoustics, and Biomechanics (CHABA) has recently published

guidelines for preparing the noise section of Environmental Im-

pact Statements. _ This report provides a technique which can

be used to quantify the level of impact in terms of the magni-[

tudes of the average sound levels and the number of people

I!
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,J

exposed to these sound levels. This impact descriptor is

known as the Sound Level Weighted Population (LWP). Another

useful concept proposed in this report is the Noise Impact

-- Index (NII) which is used to compare the relative impact of

i,
one noise environment (alternatives) with that of another.

dl I£ is defined as the sound level weighted population divided

by the total population under consideration.

_, 6.4 Assessin_ Construction Noise Impact

_" The assessment of construction noise impact requires

good Judgment and common sense. There are four factors which

I_ should be considered. These are:

i) The magnitude of the ambient sound existing
'_ without the construction activity;i

2) The magnitude of the noise expected during
construction;

3) The contribution of the construction activity

!_e to the total sound level; and

im 4) The characteristics of the construction noise

irrespective of its magnitude.

,- The following example will illustrate these factors.

_'_ Consider a construction site near a residential area where the
_a

Day/Night Sound Level is Ldn = 60 dB. The construction ac-

tivity is expected to emit a sound level of Ldn = 65 dB. The

resultant total sound level will then he Ldn = 66.3 dB (using

-- the method in Appendix A-2.3i.

In assessing this situation, we first see from

Figure 6.1 that a Day/Night Sound Level of Ldn = 60 dB

creates mild impact in residential areas. The construction
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i

noise contribution of Ldn = 65 dB itself will create significant

-- adverse impact and, in fact, will dominate the combined

Day/Night Sound Level of Ldn = 66.3 dB. From Figure 6.2 we see

i that over 30 percent of the people exposed will be highly an-
J,

noyed and S percent can be expected to complain.

I. With a situation such as this, a significant amount of

impact should be anticipated. The large change in the noise

level from Ldn = 60 dB to Ldn = 66.3 dB will be very obvious.

Since the construction activity is a primary contributor to the

total noise, measures should be taken to abate the construction

i.. noise.

The duration of this construction activity should be

strongly considered when deciding the level of effort to place

I_ on reducing the noise. For a one or two day job, perhaps no

reduction measures would be necessary. For construction lasting

I_ a week or so, a portable barrier around the principal sound

_ sources could he used. For longer Jobs, other more comprehen-

sive measures could be required (see Chapter 7.0).

_ AS a general rule, the least expensive and least dis-

ruptive noise abatement measures should be applie d first. As

|_ the severity of the noise impact increases, the complexity and

!4 cost of the noise abatement procedures will also increase. In

particularly noise sensitive areas, noise reduction measures

I_ may be combined to achieve the desired noise levels.

To su_marize, the questions that need to be con-

sidered are:

p_
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i_ i) What is the current level of noise?

2) What level of construction noise is expected?

i _ 3) What portion of the total noise is construc-
tion noise?

_ 4) How sensitive is the surrounding area to
noise?

it 5) What will be the reaction of the exposed people
to the noise?

6) What measures are available to reduce the con-
_ struction noise?

7) What is the effectiveness of these measuresI
_I and how will they impact the cost and duration

of the construction activity?

Ii The following chapter discusses a variety of the techniques

used to reduce noise at construction sites.
i

_I 6.5 References

I_ i. "State and Municipal Noise Control Activities 1973-1974,"EPA 550/9-76-006, January 1976.

!_ 2. "Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite
|_ to Protect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate

Margin of Safety," USEPA 550/9-74-004, March 1974.

3. "Noise Abatement and Control: Department Policy, Im-
plementation, Responsibilities, and Standards," U.S.

Department of Housing and Urban Development Circular

1390.2, August 1971.

4. "Guidelines for Preparing Environmental Impact State-

p_ mants on Noise," Report of Working Group 69 on Evalua-
r_ tlon of Environmental Impact of Noise, CHABA, National

Academy of Sciences, 1977.
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7.0 NOISE CONTROL METHODS

There e_ist various cost effective procedures which

can be used to reduce the noise impact of construction activity.

i
i_ These techniques involve equipment noise control (actual machine

-- modifications) and process noise control (changes in construc-
j-J

tion process, equipment and site configuration). Often, use of

!_ these techniques in combination can result in a significant de-

crease in construction site noise levels.

i,, 7.1 Equipment Noise Control

7.1.1 General Methods

A major noise source at the construction site is the

internal combustion engine and its accessories. Most construc-

tion equipment is driven by gasoline or diesel engines. The

,_ major engine related noise sources ares

a) Exhaust
I_ h) Intake

c) Panel vibration
d) Transmission

P! s) Cooling system

Exhaust mufflers are the principal means available to

the construction contractor to reduce engine related noise.

I_ Mufflers provided as standard equipment, however, often do not

reduce the noise enough for the specific construction site

needs. More effective mufflers may be available and should

be considered when the specific situation warrants a change.q

Engine noise can be further reduced through the ap-

plication of other techniques. For instance, reduction of

engine vibration, and a corresponding reduction of noise, can
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be achieved by the use of better engine mountings. Enclosures

-- and/or sound-absorptive material can be used on the engine

housing, and damping materials can be applied to the sheet

metal casings. For the most part, modifications such as these

can only be carried out by the equipment manufacturer. However,

. some measures can be carried out by the owner after consultation

-- with the manufacturer. These noise control techniques can also

.... be applied to noisy components other than engines to produce a

significant noise reduction.

E Another general noise control technique is the use of

_ substantially quieter equipment whenever possible. For example,

electric motor driven equipment is usually significantly quieter

than gasoline or diesel engine equipment.

7.1.2 Specific Measures

Various noise control techniques can be more clearly

_, described in terms of the specific equipment to which they may

_ be applied. However, noise control methods outlined for one
J_

type of equipment are often applicable to other similar equip-

I_ msnt types. The purpose of this chapter is not to provide

specific solutions, but to guide the reader to sources that de-

scribe these techniques in more detail.

!_ • Crawler Tractor Noise
I

Intake and exhaust mufflers can be installed on the

engine or existing mufflers improved. With optimal muffling,
m

an A-weighted sound level reduction of i0 decibels in exhaust
_ T

noise can be achieved. Cool air intakes can be shielded,

I
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i . enclosed, or fitted with silencers. This would result in a

-- i0 decibel reduction in cool air intake noise. _

• Pile Driving

! Steel or concrete piles are driven into the ground by
dl

impact pile drivers, which may be steam, pneumatic or diesel

I, driven. Noise emitted from the driver can be reduced by using

m mufflers and enclosures. Although these methods are sometimes
!

effective, substantial noise reduction is usually only possible

_ when the pile is enclosed. A rubber apron, lined with sound
11

absorbing material can he used for this purpose. TelescopingL_

11 pipe is also often used as an enclosure. These measures often

r_ result in a 12 dB to 15 dB noise reduction. 2

• Portable Air Compressors

Noise reduction can be achieved by using mufflers or

enclosing the unit in a wooden shed or sheet metal skin. Large

[_ sheet metal panels should be treated with vibration damping

i_ material. Sound levels of new quieted versions of portable
h_

air compressors are i0 dB to 15 dB lower than older models and

should be considered whenever possible. 2

• Pneumatic Tools

Air exhausts on the tools should be properly muffled.

The operator should also be aware that newer models are avail-
able which have sound levels approximately i0 decibels lower

!._
r_ than those of older models.*

• Chain and Circular Saws
! r

-- When possible, electric powered, as opposed to ease-

l! line powered, saws should be used. Often damped circular saw

r_
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blades can be purchased which emit less noise. If conditions

-- allow, circular saws should be operated in enclosed areas. A

simple wooden shed can reduce the sound level by l0 decibels. !
m

• Concrete Mixers
,J

Electric motors are preferable to internal combustion

_ engines. Friction wheels and V-belt drives are preferable to

gear drives. The application of damping materials to the mixing
14

drum and the motor housing can also reduce noise emissions of

concrete mixers, z

• Blastin@ Operations

._ Blasting procedures are a source of high intensity

noise often encountered during construction operations. Bury-

ing the primer cord, used to detonate the explosive, can re-

i_ ducs the sound levels 19 dB to 26 dB. 3 Blasting mats consist

of heavy rubber and steel mesh sheets. They are used to reduce
I

the noise and dust emitted from the blast. They also increase

'_' the effectiveness of the blasting operation and reduce ther_

amount of flying debris.
_4

! 7.2 Process Noise Control
In

; .... 7.2.1 Sqhsdulin@ and Substitute Processes

It is often possible to reduce daily average noise

-! levels during construction by conscientious scheduling. Equip-

ment should be shut down between separate operations as long as

_ this does not excessively interfere with the work progress. By

i scheduling various operations simultaneously, especially if one

i

i m
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machine's noise emission predominates, quiet periods can often

be achieved while noise levels during active periods are not

-- changed significantly.

.... Whenever possible, alternate procedures and/or equip-

ment should be investigated. One example has been previously

mentioned, that is, the use of electric motor powered, as op-

posed to internal con_bustion engine powered, equipment.
_L

Equipment and procedure substitutions aremore easily ac-
!

.... complished, by a contractor, than machine specific noise con-

- trol techniques and therefore warrant careful consideration.

Pile driving is a good example of how alternate equipment or

p=

I_ processes may be used to achieve noise reductions. Possi-

bilities include:
I;I

I_ a) Vibrating pile drive method.* Instead of im-
pact pile drivers, vibrating units are used.

_ This possibility is limited since vibrating
_i pile drivers can only be used in certain

types of soil. Earth vibrations caused by

vibrating pile drivers also may be undesirable.
!:

" b) The "English" pile driver method.* Steel
piles are driven into the ground hydraulically.

!.,

c) The site "concrete" method. Deep, narrow
ditches are dug, which are then filled with

_._ concrete, eliminating the need for piles.
,' This method is limited to the proper struc-

ture of supporting rock and soil and bearing
.... weight requirements.

= d) The "Benoto" method. I Piles are hydraulically

! _-_ inserted into the ground using rotation.

' -- Other processes and equipment substitutions provide

' noise reductions for specific construction phases. I

if

_w
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• Demolition - Front end loaders can be used for break-

-_ ing up and removing asphalt roadways. Less equipment will be

necessary, and since loaders are less noisy than pavement

! breakers, noise reductions will be achieved. Concrete build-

ings should be demolished using blasting instead of cranes and

_ wrecking balls, when possible, since this will reduce average

u sound levels. Use of front end loaders instead of cranes and

buckets for material removal is cheaper and quieter.

• Clearing and Grading - Use bulldozers and loaders

instead of chain saws to clear trees, wherever possible. Use

_ tractors equipped with ripper blades to break up rocky ground

instead of blasting. Blasting requires noisy rock drilling

'' equipment. Use scrapers instead of leaders for earth removalr

1 mince scrapers have larger capacities and are quieter than

loaders. Motor graders should be used in place of tractor-

_, dozers or scrapers for grading.

_ s Foundation Excavation - The use of loaders and

_ractor-dozers for basement excavation instead of excavators

_ is desirable in terms of speed and mobility. Backhoes are

quieter than trenchers and are therefore preferable for slab

laying. For hauling material, rubber tired vehicles are

_ preferable to track types due to their lower sound levelsL

and superior mobility.

s Foundation - Concrete trucks are less noisy than an

on-site batch plant and should be used where economically

feasible. Electric vibrators and trowels are preferable to

i
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' gasoline engine operated units. For foundation fill and com-

pacting, rollers are preferred over tampers_ although they are

more expensive, they are much less noisy.

a Erection - The use of off-site prefabrication should

be considered whenever possible to decrease on-site activity

,i and consequently noise emissions. Prefabricated structures

are economically competitive to on-site fabrications and their

erection produces much less noise. Nails, guns and staples

should be used in place of hammers wherever possible.

_ • Landscaping - Use of motor graders instead of tractor-

_,_ dozers will reduce noise.

These techniques are not applicable to all sites due

to slte-speciflo or project-specific features. In addition,

_ smaller projects may not be able to support the cost of extra

,_ equipment necessary to accomplish some of the substitutions
I,
-- outlined above. The contractor should carefully examine all

_ alternatives to minimize noise impact.

7.2.2 Site Noise Control Measures

i
In this category are included all those noise mitiga-

tion procedures which are not specific to equipment, but in-

stead result in a potential noise reduction for all equipment.

.... They include the operating of equipment as far from the im-

• paated areas as possible; the rerouting of traffic to avoid

i sensitive areas; the use of barriers; and the use of natural

. site features as barriers. Barriers are often the most effec-

: -- tlve noise control measures which can be applied to many

i_ phases of the construction process.
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Barriers can be constructed of boards, sheets of wood

or metal, or masonry. If excavation is extensive, the excavated

earth can be left on site and used as a shield until the noisy

; phase of construction is completed. Existing structures on or

n_ar the site can be used as effective barriers, as can equip-
_d

ment not in use or stockpiled materials. A properly built

barrier should have a surface weight of 20 kg/m 2 as a minimum
lj

and should not have any acoustic leaks or open seams. If pos-

,. sible, a sound absorptive material should be applied to the

side of the barrier facing the noise sources. This prevents

f-i

increased sound levels in the direction opposite the sound-

shield and also reduces amplification between the barrier and

the machine.

r
_ A sound barrier functions in a similar manner as a

barrier to light rays. "Acoustic" shadows, though, are not _s

clearly defined as light shadows due to their longer wave-

_ length. Also, sound is not shielded equally at all fre-

quencies. A barrier is more effective at high frequencies

-- than low frequencies; the shorter uhe wavelength, the more the

_ noise reduction. Care must he taken to have the barrier suf-

-- ficiently long so that the noise traveling over it has the

shortest path (Figure 7.1}. 2 The efficiency of the barrier

can be reduced if other machines or objects reflect sound

i "around" the barrier. This problem can be eliminated with

proper barrier design (Figure 7.2). z
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When using a barrier to control noise at a construc-

tion site, it is useful to keep in mind that a barrier's effec-

tiveness increases with increases in its height and its

-- proximity to the noise source or to the receiver. A barrier'si
i

effectiveness is limited, in practical situations, by atmos-

pheric effects to a noise reduction of 25 decibels.

For construction equipment noise, useful predictions of

_" A-weighted sound level reduction due to the presence of a barrier

-- can be made using the graph shown in Figure 7.3. An example of

the use of this graph is presented in Appendix D.

l. Other measures which can be implemented include using

the noisiest equipment at as great a distance as possible from

_ _ the noise sensitive areas. Whenever possible, noisy tools

I_ should be used in an enclosure, possibly a trailer. Certain

i
il jobs, such as woodworking, can often be done inside.

_ _ 7.3 References
_ .
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APPENDIX A

ACOUSTICAL CONCEPTS, DECIBEL ADDITION AND BIBLIOGRAPHY

A-I The Nature of Sound

Sound, in its simplest terms, is a form of aerodynamic

._ vibration which transmits energy from one point in space to

another. It is a pressure fluctuation to which the ear re-

' sponds. Sound waves behave like the ripples in a pond produced

" by throwing a stone into the water. Like the ripples, sound

waves move away from the source at a constant speed.

The speed of sound in air varies slightly with tem-

, perature and humidity, but for most purposes may be regarded

as having a constant value of 340 meters/see (1120 ft/sec).

The two basic properties used to define sound are its

frequency content (as indicated by its pitch) which is ex-
I

pressed in Hertz (one Hertz is equal to one cycle per second)

and its amplitude (as indicated by its loudness). Since sound

" is a pressure phenomenon, the amplitude of a sound should be

expressed in units of pressure, but to simplify matters, it is

commonly expressed in decibels (discussed in Section A-2.1).

To develop a clearer idea of the magnitude of common

_. sound signals, Figure A.I is presented. Note that the range of

- sound pressure perceived by many is quite large, on the order

-_ of i:i,000,000. However, the _agnitude of the sound pressure

variation relative to local atmospheric pressure is quite
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small. The loudest sound the ear can tolerate (140 dB re

-- 20 mieroPascals) is a maximum pressure variation that is

1/500 of normal atmospheric pressure.

q
Most sounds are composed of a number of frequency

components. Often sound is analyzed (using electronic instru-

i ments) in bands of frequencies. The preferred bands for

acoustic measurements cover the audible range (nominally
J0

20-20,000 HZ) and consist of ten octave bands. The range of

i frequencies in each band increases as the frequency increases.

M The upper frequency of each band is always twice the lower fEe-

_. quency. For example, the i000 HZ octave band extends from

707 HZ to 1414 HZ. The preferred octave band center fre-

quencies are 31.5 Hz, 63 HZ, 125 Hz, 250 HZ, 500 Hz, i000 Hz,

2000 Hz, 4000 Hz, 8000 Hz and 16000 Hz. Note the doubling here

as well.
,!

For more detailed analysis of a sound's frequency

,'4 content, still narrower bands, such as 1/3 or i/i0 octavei

bandB, are used.

A-2 The Mathematics of Acaustlcs

A-2.1 The Decibel

i

-- The extent of the variation in pressure corresponding

i_ to an acoustio signal is commonly measured in terms of micro-

Pasoals. A microPascal is approximately equal to one hundred

thousandth of normal atmospheric p_essure.

Due to the large range of sound pressures encountered

-_ (as seen in Figure A.I), it is more convenient to express the
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sound pressure on a logarithmic scale, This compression in

-- scale to smaller numerical values is easier to use. The

Sound _ressure Level, Lp, is defined mathematically as:

p2 ._,p__)
' Lp : i0 log10 _ dB :20 iogl0 _ref dB

.... (The symbol, dB, represents the unit of sound
level, decibel.)

!
i, where p is the root mean square sound pressure, and

Pref is a reference pressure

,: The standard reference pressure is 20 microPaseals which cor-

responds approximately to the faintest sound that an average

young adult can hear in a quiet surrounding, The important

point to remember is that the decibel is non-dimensional and is

a ratio of two pressures.

Fu

I_ A-2,2 W%i_htln@ Scales

The apparent loudness that we attribute to a sound

,. varies not only with the sound pressure but also with the fre-

_ quency of the sound. For instance, a low frequency sound will

not seem as loud as a high frequency sound of "equal" sound

_ pressure. To account for this variation in human perception,

weightlngcrlteria were developed many years ago. Three cri-

_ teria are shown in Figure A.2. By far, the most common of

-: these is the A-weighted criteria which attempts to reflect the

-- human ear's decreased sensitivity to low frequencies st normal

sound levels. Sound levels are measured with meters using

electrical networks which automatically apply these weighting

criteria. A sound measured with a device using such a network

_g
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providing a value referred to as an A- (or B-, or C-) weighted

-- sound level.

A-2.3 Combining Decibels

Very often there are two independent sound sources
i

radiating concurrently. To determine the combined effect of

the two sources, we add their contribution on an energy basis

_ (sound pressure levels are not added directly but instead are

converted to pressure squared terms, which are added and then

reconverted to decibels). In other words,

i00 dB + i00 dB does not equal 200 dB

: Instead,

i00 dB + I00 dB = 103 dB

'_ One method of combining decibels is the use of the graph in

Figure A.3. By knowing the two levels and therefore the dif-

ference between the two, the increment to be added to the

_' higher level is determined. This yields the resultant soundc_

level.

-- A-2.4 Equivalent Sound Level, Leq

!_ Enviro_nental noise is not steady but fluctuates con-

siderably in level as a function of time. To fully characterize

the exposure of an individual to time-varying sound levels, a

._. history or cumulative distribution of the sound levels would be
!

-- necessary. This requires a large number of samples. To sim-

i plify matters, noise from both individual events and quasi-

steady state sources are averaged. This time weighted

average is known as the Equivalent Sound Level, Leq. The

tl
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Equivalent Sound Level is the ste@d_ noise level, which in a stated

period of time, would contain the same acoustic energy as the

actual time-varying sound. The mathematical definition of Leq

for an interval T is:

F li) dr)dB
1

Leq = i0 log (_ 0 Po _-

where p(t) is the time-varying sound pressure, and

Po is the reference pressure.

An approximation to this integral is:

..4 Leq _ ! til0Li/10)
= i0 iog10 (_

'- il

where L i is the A-weighted sound level for time interval i,
-- ti is the length of time interval i, and
, n

'_ T is the period of interest (i_=I ti)"

,- The steps used to calculate Leq are given in the

following example:

Example: A backhoe has a 10-minute duty cycle.

!_ For 2 minutes, it produces a steady sound level of 83 dB.
;" _ For 5 minutes, it produces a steady sound level of 79 dB.

For 1 minute, it produces a steady sound level of 87 dB.
For 2 minutes, it produoes a steady sound level of 90 dB.

- f
- Leq

0

m_ r I I I r I I I I
1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

- Time (m/nudes)

_y Cycle 0f Backhoe

Determine _he Equivalent Sound Level, Leq, for the duty cycle.#
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!

N

i, Using the mathematical formula for Ldn and a scien-

-- tific calculator, the calculation of Ldn for this example is

_. performed:

,,, Leq = i0 log:0 [ x (2x1083/10+Sx1079/10+lx1087/10

-- +2xi090/10i )] = 85 dB
iJ

A-2.5 Daz/Ni@ht Sound Level
tt

The development of Equivalent Sound Level was fol-
m

r lowed by the development of the Day/Night Sound Level. Thisl-i

i, is the average A-weighted sound level during a 24-hour time
period with a 10-decibel weighting (penalty) applied to the

_ nighttime sound levels (I0 p.m. to 7 a.m.). This may be ex-

pressed mathematically as

I: 1

(10Ld/10) +9 (10Ln+10/10) ]Ldn = I0 logl0 _ [15

where Ld _ Leq for the daytime (0700-2200) hours, and
Ln Leq for the nighttime (2200-0700) hours.

An example demonstrating the calculation of Ldn is

_i presented below.

Example: Measurements made at a proposed construction site
1 _ yield a Day Sound Level of 60 dB and a Night Sound Level of

_ 55 dB. Determine the Day/Night Sound Level.

Using the mathematical formula for Ldn and a scien-

-- tifio calculator, the calculation of Ldn for this example is

17 performed:

-_ Lda = l0 log10 [2_x(!5x1060/10+gx1065/10)] = 63 dB

m
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A-2.6 Distance Attenuation

-- Sound waves for many situations may be approximated

by a free spherical progressive wave. The emitted sound power

spreads out from the source with continuously increasing radii.

Since the sound power must remain constant (conservation of

_ energy), the intensity at a given distance from the source must

-- be proportional to the inverse of the spherical surface area

(radius squared). The sound level attenuation as a function

of distance can easily be computed. The "inverse square law"

of attenuation, as it is cc_nonly called, predicts a six-decibel

.... reduction for each doubling of distance from the sound source's

origin. Figure A.4 can be used for determining the sound pres-
i

sure level at different source-receiver distances.

For example, if the sound level at 200 meters is

92 dB, the sound level at 950 meters is estimated by using the

graph in Figure A.4. Enter the X-axis at a ratio of (950/200) =

. _ 4.75, and move upward to where this value intersects
I

-- the curve. The corresponding Y-axls value is the distance at-

!-1
J tenuation, 13.5 dB. Subtracting 13.5 from 92 provides the

sound level of 78.5 dB. Alternately, a calculator can be used

for determining distance attenuation. The corresponding

-_ mathematical solution is presented below.

-" Exgmple_ An observer 200 meters from a noise source measures
a sound level of 92 dB. What is the sound level at 950 meters?

(9501z ,950,
Attenuation = i0 log10 "2--_" = 20 log10 (2--_]

- .950, .gs.o.
Lp950 = Lp200 - 20 log_e (2-_] = 92 - 20 log, 0 (200)i

-- = 78.5 dB
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Note that this relationship only holds for small

_-- sources or for large distances (three times the major dimen-

' sions) from large sources,

Sound level attenuation calculated by this procedure

does not include the attenuation due to air absorption and el-

....i fects of ground cover, such as trees and brush, s Discussions

-- of these additional attenuation effects which can be signifi-
!

.... cant over very large distances are available in several refer-

i] ences found in the Bibliography at the end of this Appendix.
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i APPENDIX B

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT NOISE LEVELS

-- Included in Table B.I is a list of typical construc-

tion equipment and their A-weighted sound levels. Also in-

cluded is a brief description of the item, and the source for

the data. Note that the sound levels presented are typical

_ values. The range of values for actual equipment is quite

i large. Differences of 20 decibels between two equipment models

with the same function are not unusual. Furthermore, as new

i-_ noise control measures are instituted by manufacturers, the

,_ sound levels presented in the table can be expected to change.

*_* It is therefore of great value to either directly

[_ measure, or obtain from the manufacturer, sound levels of the

specific equipment to be used on the construction project. The

_!4 levels provided in the table should only be used when specific

I_ noise measurements cannot be obtained. Measurements when per-

formed should be made during the equipment's noisiest mode of

l! tyoical operation and the sound levels measurcd should be onlyI.
from the machine being studied (i.e., background ambient sound

I'
i_ levels without the unit operating should be at least i0 decibels

lower than the sound level of the machine being measured).r'

61 A major noise source not on this list, but which is

i_ often present at very large scale construction projects which

require a considerable amount of concrete, is a concrete batch
lJ

plant, which allows on-site preparation of concrete instead of

r
M
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requiring a large number of trucks to deliver the prepared

-- concrete from off site. The sound level usually associated

with an operating batch plant is 69 dB meastired at 76 meters

(250 ft). The noise results from plant operation and concrete

trucks being loaded. The plant usually operates continuously

during the workday (24 hours) when concrete is required,

References

i. "Regulation of Construction Activity Noise," Bolt Beranek
and Newman, Inc. Report No. 2887, November 1974.

2. "Construction Site and Equipment Noise in New York City,"
Lewis S. Geodfrlend and Associates Report prepared for
Bureau of Noise Abatement, Department of Air Resources,

-- City of New York, 1974.
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" " • TABLE B-I
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p_lp UII4 _m _ImDVl ws_e_" ff_om ?i

I

I Re_k D_ill Ulsd _0 drI_l hOSOI in 91 P,e_oronce 2
z'ock'foz /ic_Inq ex-
ploliVl ¢_gel.

; RolSe_ Ulnd _o mo_h fou_dl- OR

_ _lOi % Or _&VIme_l tU£1hqgi_.ihing p_le o! _ubll_

"+_ Sa_ Usld to _ug _ood_fl compone_l, 7_

i S_.'=_pe_" S(_l"lp+ _'allsP_r_ and Ipreld 18
_ eaz_il dllr._nq exeawatlml pl_all

-- _kl _dld al h&gllFl O_ ear,h* _|
I_11, and ruPbl_ aJ will II
o_hwl_ appi_ca_lonl du_'lnq

__ *_hlso I_VIII _os_St whorl proper p_ecau¢io_| (m_¢l) _re _ake_ _0 e_s_re
_hl_ _0 blal_ omlrQy goes into the ro_. i_l_oa4 Of the Iurrou,dAnq
Itflvl ro_mo_t..

''+ All _oU_d _eVOl_ a_e _om _o_o_onca i u_le_s otherwise no_J.
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APPENDIX C

i, CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT USAGE FACTORS

J

,, C-i Description of Usage Factor

In the course of a typical work cycle, construction
I
_J

equipment spend part of their cycle idling or preparing to

perform a task. During some part of its work cycle, the noise

the machine emits is higher than it is at any other time. Since
!
H Leq is an average value representing the total sound energy

emitted during the period of interest, the maximum sound level,

LA,* and the duration of maximum noise as a fraction of the

11 total period must be known to determine the equivalent (energy

average) sound level emitted by the machine during a total work

period: for example, a typical work day. The fraction of this

I_ period that the equipment operates in its noisiest mode is

I,
designated as the Usage Factor (UF). The usage factor is con-

two component elements; an operating
sidered to consist of

factor (F_) and a utilization factor (F2). UF = F, x F 2. The

operating factor is that portion of the typical work cycle that

I_. the equipment is emitting its maximum noise. This factor is

illustrated in Figure C.I, where F, = TI/T 2. Three possible

: ;_ time-varying modes of equipment noise emission are possible.

,- They are listed below:

: Mode i: The equipment works cyclically; for ex-

ample, a backhoe or front end loader may
_' generate maximum sound while trenching

but significantly less sound while using
its loader.

I *The ma_mum sound level, Lp, is the average sound level of _he equipment in
its no£s_sst mode. To heater illus_ra_e LA_ Fi_re B.I shows a _yplcal work

I_ cycle for a unit of construction equipsenc.
i
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it Mode 2: The equipment moves throughout the site.

Mode 3: An operation is performed sporadically,
possibly only once during the ohserva-

_+ tion period.

The utilisation factor is that portion of the workI
it

period (e.g., 8-hour work day) that the equipment is on the
t_

i site and is being used. Thus, the utilization factor con-

siders the number of work cycles for the equipment during
Z

It typical operations during the work period. Figure C.2 il-

lustrates possible time histories applicable to each mode.
II

The operating factor (Ft) is computed from the fraction of

t_ time the equipment is in its noisiest mode. The utilization
i!|

factor is then multiplied by the operating factor to yield

the usage factor.

I_ Stationary equipment may not be operating, may be

idling while other preparatory activities are in process, or

may be operating at full load (and maximum noise level).

/ _ These operations may be repeated often during a typical

construction day. This activity is shown in Figure C.2 as

I_ Mode i.

Mobile equipment may be operating at maximum noise

levels for a short duration; for example, a front end loader

while loading. The equipment (the loader) may travel a con-

siderable distance to place this load. At a receiver, sound

!"_ levels drop significantly as the loader leaves the scene even
m

though the source noise level has not diminished. Mode 2 of

-- Figure C.2 illustrates this activity.

l+
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Jr

----Lp

i_ FI"Tt/T 2

,-I TIME
• J

Frgure C.I Operating Factor - Time History
J! Construction Equipment
i,r+

i F

i I.-i MODE1 (STATIONARY)

!"

: _e
t1 TiME

I_ MODE2(_O_ILE_

T2 --

' I_ TiME
MODE3 (SINGLE EVENT)

=  UF-
!++ _L TT°ta',,-J _

z TIME

,_
i

Operating Factor F I = T1/T 2
+! Utilization Factor F2 = T2/TTota 1

-- TTota I might be construction duratlon

_: (an 8-hour day)

Figure C.2 Usage Factor - Examples of Tlme Histories
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i

i A •ingle event is illustrated by Mode 3 of Figure C.2.

-- The total period T 2 is assumed to be the construction duration,

perhaps an 9-hour day.

The maximum sound level of the equipment and its

usage factor are used to evaluate Leg as shown below:

l,

Leq = 10 log10 (U.F. x 10(Lp/10))

"_ Operating factors and utilization factors are best

determined from measurements at a construction site where

similar operations to the site under study are occurring.

i_ The references listed below include discussion and

tabulations of usage factors and may be used with caution in

the absence of measured data.

!_ • "Cost Effectiveness of Alternative Noise Reduction Methods
_ for Construction of Family Housing," CERL Interim Report N-3,

July 1976.

_ s "Noise from Construction Equipment and Operations, Building

Equipment, and Home Appliances," USEPA NTID 300.1, December

1971.

• "Background Document for Portable Air Compressors," USEPA

550/9-76-004, December 1975.
-- s "Technology Analysis - Noise Pavement Breakers and Rock

Drills," Dames & Moore, 1976, EPA Contract NO. 68-01-3288
(tO he published).

! S Report of Symposium, February 1-2, 1977, "Highway Construs-
_ tion Noise," Dames & Moore, FHWA Contract NO. DOT-FH-II-9191

(to be published).

i

I 4
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APPENDIXD

i ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

D-I Chapter 2.0 - Construction Phase Schedules
L

: Any construction project can be described by a series
]i

._ of discrete phases of construction activity. Often these phases

will coincide either totally or in part. Two examples of con-

struction phase schedules are presented here to illustrate this

i.
i • I concept, which is discussed in Chapter 2.0.

i The first schedule presented is for construction of a

large fossil fuel electric generating station located in a! --
i

rural, densely forested area in _he northeastern United States.
,i
!

The schedule is presented in Table D.1.

} The second schedule is for a small drive-in banking

facility. The schedule is presented in Table D.2. Note that

_ only four of the possible seven construction phases are neces-

_4 sary for this small project.

_i D-I
.I
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TABLE D.l

_OI_$TRUCTIOMPHASE SCHEDUL_ F_R =OS$1L FUEL _NE_ATI_G _L_NT

1_¢ Year 2nd Year )rd Year
JF_A_JJA$ONO JFHA_JJAEONO JFH_J

I _lnlrll $lC_ PreplraClln
aackSoes, Clear{n_ and
GradIng T_ulk$, Oozlrs,

. II [_¢ivlcron and Back_;ll
Back HOes, F¢ont-end
_oldlrl* Oump Truckl,

_.-- Slrlplrs ' Oozlr$, Erld_rs,
Pill Orlverl

Ill FoundlClon ¢oncracl _ork
Concre[l Truckl, _onc_icl

_ IV $_ru_ural$_lll
_rlctlon (Plln_ and Full
7ank_)

... CrI_lS, A$_ Cc_Drl_sor$,
I _m_acc Wrl_c_I$, Wllders

v Clal_Handtlng _Ici11_y
(AlClrnl_a)
_O_¢rICI T_Ck_ Crlnl$

Vl Rlilrla_ C_Icr_c_lon
_ollrl _ Graders+ Rlll_old

'Ill Truck _ellv*rll$_

._nlral dlllv._l_l mlg_ iv+rag*. I_ as t_o_llrv*rlis _or_ly :o I_ _ll;vlrfel =lr _ly.

,_ TABLE D.2

I

conc_4cl ILIO _n I_1}

P_00¢ _d lol_Itl_ p&ul-

--+ (Pcl_&bt_clcld bu_Id_l)
Co_c_e_l =luck, _rznl+ 3 m_chq

T_4¢_O_ 1 =onc_
"_i m

i
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D-2 Chapter 3.0 - Baseline Sound Level Survey Locations

-- This example illustrates the selection of baseline

measurement locations for an underground parking garage for a

hospital located in a suburban residential area of New Jersey.

The construction site and the locations surveyed are shown in

, Figure D.I. They are:

-- Location 1 - Private Residence

.; Location 2 - Private Residence
Location 3 - Small Park

_ Location 4 - Church
Location 5 - The Hospital

Although measurement locations around the construction

iL_ site boundary were not selected in this example, they are recom-

,4 mended in order to establish a baseline for future reference.

I!A

Note that each of the major categories of noise sensitive land

hti use areas has been included in the survey_

l*i

t_

:i

No_el _Is_in 9 hospital in _ossha_n;
P=o_ec_ed par_ng garaqe shaded.

Figure D,I Baleline Sound LJvel Su_¢eg _ca_£cna _oc

[ '
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,i Chapter 5.0 - Estimating Construction Site Noise

-- Examples illustrating the use of the four construc-

tion activity worksheets are presented below. They are pro-

vided as examples of how information may be organized to aid
lJ

in estimating the noise emitted from a construction site. This

_ information must be as detailed as possible to assure the ac-

curacy of the estimated sound levels.

D-3 Section 5.2.1 - Worksheet "A" - Site Plan and Equipment List

A shopping plaza is to be built in an urban comn_unity.

i_ The project requires demolition of abandoned warehouses and the

_ erection of a shopping mall, an office building, an on-grade
|

parking lot and a three-story parking garage.

_: _ On the site plan, shown in Figure D.2, the areas of

,, construction activity are indicated by solid shading with num-

)'

il _ bet designations, and nearby noise sensitive land use areas

are indicated by crosshatching with letter designations.

A construction activity worksheet for the excavation

phase for the multi-level parking garage was filled in and is

shown as Figure D.3. A sketch is included on the worksheet

JZ

showing the construction site and an area surrounding the site.

,_° A description and the amount of construction equipment used is

listed.

!

I'
D-4
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Figure D.3 - Construction Activity Noise _4orkshect "A"- An Example

-+ ProjectN=e Sh_pf,_5 P\_

Construction Phase _ X_q_[%_ra-i

..... Cons=ruction Activity' _-_x_a G_ff

= Site Map Designation _ / % _ r-_ so_

'_ Duration of Aotivlty ,]'['l(,-@/,o/T&, _Hours of Daily Activity o7o0-I_oO * _%_

•Excludes mealtime

k_,4

" Sketch of Sits Area

_* Equipment List
r ; Distance to

i,_ Noise Construction

of LA Distance Usage Sensitive Activity

.; T_pe Model .Units (db) (maters) Factor Land Use Location (Meters)

_o_ bmmE

' _-_ CAT._MI 87 15 .÷

-. _

I i
i [

[_
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D-4 Section 5.2.2 - Mobile Operation Categories

There are three types of mobile operation for con-

struction equipment. In Category i, equipment spends time at

several different locations with very little time spent in
J.

transit. Category 2 equipment spends the major time moving
m

i_ from one spot to another in a simple operating pattern. In

._ Category 3, the equipment spends part of the time in transit
!i
_ and part of the time stationary. Its movement is random or

complex and is approximated by choosing a central point

within the path to use as the equipment's location.

_L D--4.1 Mobile Operation Category i: A crawler tractor

with a front end loader is used to move earth from an exoava-

_J tion area to an earth berm. In doing so, it spends approxi-

I_ mately 45 percent of its time at the excavation, 50 percent

of its time building the berm and the remaining 5 percent of

i_ the time in motion. Figure D.4 shows the location of the

!_ excavation, the barm, and the noise sensitive land use area
, p!
;_ _ being considered.

I| The usage factor (per location) for this crawler "

tractor is calculated for each activity from:

!4
i_ Operating Utilization Usage

Activit_ Factor Factor Factor

i Excavation 0.70 times 0.45 0.315
Berm 0.70 times 0.50 0.350

7J

I (Usage Factor determined as in Appendix C)

M
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D-4.2 Mobile Operation Category 2: A grader is used to

prepare a parking lot for paving. It moves back and forth on

; the site covering the area shown in Pigure D.5. To calculate

the noise exposure at the noise sensitive land use area, the

grader is assumed to be located at the center of the parking

lot area at all times. Note that the "acoustic center" of the

grader's path, in this case, is equal to the geometric center

._ of the area it travels across. The distance from source to

the noise sensitive land use area is 300 meters, as indi-

cated in Figure D.5.

Of ACaa _av_lon 5_ _' School
ij
II

I'_ IUOm
, !

_rad_d ^roa goc

Propnuud pnrkltlg LO_

J

Examptu [llu_trQ_Jn_ Ca_gory 2 M.btl. _our_e

Qpur_Cloll e

NOT TO SCAkE

I

,! I>'9



D-5 Construction Activity Worksheets "B" and "C"

-- Entries for the crawler tractor in Example D-4.1 are

made on Construction Activity Worksheets "B" and "C" as shown

in Figures D. 6 and D. 7. The usage factor was calculated in

the above example D-4.1.

F£gure D.6 Construction Ac_Lvlty Workshee_ "B" - An Examplo

: rroJacc _-- _-- O_[,¢t_ _,j, K_cJv*_o_ Constzucc_on?*riod8/_6-q/TJ _ourso! Coucr_cctoa
1101 (ii)

, (U (2) (_) (41 (n (6) (n Ca) u,.!g)._ To_a_

_m ACtivity Zq_punc LA DIIC. LA 8 _m # of _nLc Ul&|m 7Jccot L @ 15 • L @ 15 m
1 D,i_tlpc&on Ty_, (du) (M) (dB) U_ Ad_us_ Ya©co_ Adj_tll_t iq(d_) iq(4_)

t-_

I

l

i _ Figure D.7 c_nsc_uctlonAc_t_c__ot,_w_=_._eec"C"- An-_xa_le
(!) (2) (i) (_,) (t1 161 17) 181 (9)

A_A'_._y ¢_nic* C_nsc* 3a=k_r_und _ab_n:

.qoln Se_lC_Vl Concoction L_R @ 1_ _lI_c_ _m,_al_ ¢o_tclbu- Acbimnt L:. _aIi_ L_u,_
Land UIe Araa Activity _at_ce (dB) A4)ui_InC Cloa Leq (d_) (dB) • L,q (_5)

...J

I

2

'r
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D-6 Section 5.3 - Computation of the 24-Hour Average Sound

Level, Leq(_), and the Day/Night Average Sound
-- Level,Ldn

_ Illustrative examples of the computation of Leq(_)

and Ldn are presented below. The basic equations and a scien-

-- tlfie calculator or the Construction Worksheet "D" (Figure D.8)

and graphs may be used to complete the calculation. Table D.3

gives the results of hourly measurements of the preconstruction

ambient sound levels and the estimated noise levels emitted

._ from a construction site used in the examples.

-- D-_,I Computation of Leq(2_) and Ldn Using the Equations

If hourly measurements, such as those in Table D.3,

q
are available, the following equation may be used:

= l0 log,0 10L(i/101I Leq(2_) i 1

where L(i ) is the Leq for each of the 24 hours of a
day.

_ | _ Inserting the values from Table D.3 into the

equation:

I
Leq(2_) = i0 log,, [1/24 x (I06"8+i06"8...i04"8+I04"9)]

"T
= I0 Iog,0 [1/24 X 6.3 X l07]

_ 106_ ' = i0 Iogl0 [2.6 X ] = 64 dB

Adding I0 dB to the nighttime (2200-0700) hourly sound level_-_

! measuremsnts before insertion into the above equation permits

the calculation of the Day/Night Sound Level, Ldn.

D-f1



If hourly measurements are not available, and instead

the daytime (0700-2200) and nighttime (2200-0700) average

,_i sound levels, Ld and Ln, and the estimated equivalent sound level

i _ for construction activity, are available, another equation is
'-* used. The equation as presented in Section 5.3 is:

i ,_ 2_ 10Leq (z)/10 +i Leq(2_) = i0 iOgto [ x (z x

,_ (15-Z) X i0 Ld/10 + 9 X 10Ln/1S) ]

where z is the number of hours of construction

! "_ activity, and

, is the estimated equivalent sound level
'_ Leq(z) during construction activity.

If Ld = 62 dB, Ln = 51 dB and the construction

activity Leq = 68 dB for eight hours, the equation can be

solved in the following steps:

'_ 6.2

-- Leq(2_) = i0 lOg:o [1/24 x (8 x 106.8 + 7 x i0

'_ + 9 x 105'1)]

= i0 log20 [1/24 x (5.1 x 107 + i.i x 107

+ 0.i x 107) ]

= i0 log,0 [1/24 x (6.3 x 107)]
J

-- = i0 iog10 (2,6 X 106 ) = 64 dB

i D-12
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-- D-6.2 Computation of Leq(_) and Ldn Using Worksheet...."D"

The 24-hour Avergage Sound Level can be calculated

i. wi_h the Construction Worksheet "D" given in Figure D.8 using

_ the following steps:
E

b, l) Count the number of hours at each sound level.
Enter these values, the counts, in Column B
next to its corresponding sound level located

_ in Colur_n A.

2) Multiply the cotunts in Column B by the correspond-

_ ing "Relative Sound Energy" in Column C and enter
the results in Column D.

i_i 3) Add all values in Column D to determine Sum D,
and divide Stun D by 24.

_ 4) Locate the value in Column C that is approxi-J_

kl mately equal to Sum D/24. The corresponding
value in Column A is equal to the average sound

level.Leq forthisperiod
Figure D.9 is a sample worksheet using the hourly sound level

la measurements in Table D.3.

Calculation of the Day/Night Average Sound Level

using Construetion Worksheet "D," Figure D.8, is very similar

_ to the method for calculating the 24-hour equivalent sound level.

The only difference is that sound levels for the nighttime

i_ hours (2200-0700) arm penalized by adding i0 dB to them before

counting the values. A sample worksheet for the computation ofp_

Ldn using the hourly sound level measurements in Table D.3 is

_ presented in Figure D.10.

., D-13



TABLE D.3 EXAMPLES OF HOURLY SOUND LEVELS
FOR A CONSTRUCTION SITE

Hourly Average

sound Levels
Time of Day dB.

0700-0800 68
0800-0900 68

__, 0900-1000 68
1000-1100 68

1100-1200 58
1200-1300 68

..... 1300-1400 68
__ 1400-1500 68

: i 1500-1600 68
1600-1700 65
1700-1000 66
1800-1900 62

,_ 1900-2000 60
2000-2100 58

2100-2200 55"
_i 2200-2300 54*

2300-2400 52*

_, _ 2400-0100 52*
!t 0100-0200 50*

0200-0300 48*
0300-0400 48*

_ 0400-OSO0 48*

s _ 0500-0600 48*

' ,' i 0600-0700 49*

NOTE_ Italles indicate eonstruetlon sound
levels.

• _ *10-dcelbol penalties are added to these
nigh_t£me values for the computatian of

Ldn.

I

I.
I
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A B C D

SOUND

LEVEL RELATZVE RELATIVE TOTAL
dE COUNT SOUND ENERGY SOUND ENERGY

100 x 100,000 -
99 x 7'_, 4GO
9U x 63ji00
97 X 5g,100
96 x 3918Q0

_ s 95 X 311600
94 X 2_f IO0
93 X 20f 0(]0
9_ x 15,900 =

, 91 X LZ, 600
=

, i gO 1Of OOO
89 Xx 7.940

OU x 6r 31.0
87 X b, OJ.O

, B6 X 3,gBQ
j j B5 X 3,160 =

84 X ;li _10

B2 X lfS_O
r BI X .L. 260 =
,_, 80 X 1,OOO

?9 :( 794 -
7U _ 631
77 X 501 .
76 X 398

i_ 75 X 316 =74 X 251
7,] 3¢ 200

1 71 x 125
_,| 7D X 100

6_ X 79,4
68 X 53.3, =
67 x 50.J, =

61b x 39,_ =
I

6_ x 31.6
):3 54 x 25.1 =

63 x 20.0
62 x 15.9

61 x 12.6 •
60 x 10.0

Hql 59 X 7,94 •
• 5U x 6.31 m

57 X 5.01 •
F_ 56 x .].98 =
I ' 55 x 3.16 =
e_ 54 X 2.5]. •

53 x 2.00
52 x 1.59 =

i_8 51 _- I.ZG -
50 ][ J.,00 =
4% x ,794 m
40 X .631 •
47 x .501 m

; _"_ '46 x .39B •
' 45 X .J16 •

44 X ,251 •
43 x .200 =
4Z X ._59 •

_*_ 4j. X .126 =

i 40 x .100 •
-- _9 x ,079 •

i _U x .063 =
I "}7 X ,060 •
i "" ,]6 x .040 =

' ' S0m g SL_'ll 0/24

m, Leq(241 Or Ldn

r_

I Figure D.8 Construction Worksheec "D"m

D-Z5
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A _ C D

SOlD
LEVEL RELATZVZ RESATZVE TOTAL
d_ C0_I_ SOLTID ENERGY SOUND ENERGY

100 x i001000
_9 X • 79_400

9a X 6Jfl00
97 X 50,100

,, 96 x 3_F800
• 95 X 3116G0

94 X 2_r_OO
93 x 201000
%2 x l_o0

,. 91 x _2t600
90 x lOiO00
89 X 7r940

.,_ 88 x 6t]I0; a7 x 5r010
M6 X 3f980
_5 x 3.160
84 x 2f_lO
83 X 2.000
82 x l,_O

! 81 X _,260

80 X ZfO00
79 x 794
7_ x o3t
77 X _O_

76 x ,]gd
'--' 75 x 316

74 x 251
73 X 200
72 X 159

_ 71 x 126

I_ 70 x I00 •

_s 67 x 50.1

66 ! x 39.a _q,_

64 x ,, 25.L
63 x 20,0

I*o 62 _ x LS, _ I_
' 61 x 12,6

J=s 60 I x 10.0 Io_
59 X 7.94

58 _ x 5•31
i_ 57 x 5.01

4 _ 56 x 3.98 .,
t_l 55 I x 3.16 _.t_

53 X ''2,00

t,_ 50 J • 1•00 I,_'
4_ I x .794, .79

1| 47 x .501
45 X .398

#_ 45 x ,316
44 x .251
4_ x .200

It 42 x .I59

41 x ,, ,!26
40 x .LOO

•"--_d x •063

36 X •04G

; 3_ x •032

-- Leq(24) _ oc L_n

_e

FiEure D.9 Sample Wocksheec "D" for Calculation of Leq(2_)
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A B C D

$OL_D

-- _V_L _TZV_ R_ATIVE TOTA_
dB COb_T S_UND E_II;RG_" SO_'ND ENERGY

100 x i00,000

99 x 79/400
--_ 98 x 63,100

97 x 50,100

96 x ]gtsO0
95 x 31,500

_4 x 25t_00
_3 x 2_,000

92 , x 15.900
91 x l_f600
_0 _ lO,OOO

=='_19 . , ,., X 71940

, , _7 x ,5,010
B6 X 3r980

.... 85 x 3I J-60
B4 X ZISIO
83 _ _rOOO
_2 x _- 590

'_, ao _¢ l,O00

! '79 x , 7_4
78 x '13l

"-_ 77 x 50L
i
, 76 x 398

_ 75 X 316 ,-
74 x =51

73 X 200 ,.=
u_ 72 x L59

' ; 71 x 126
_._ 70 X 100

69 X 79,4

67 • x 50,1
; ! 66 _ X 3_.B. '_q,B

63 x 20.0

61 x 12.c;

_, _0 7. x zo.o 3o_
59 x 7.94

: _._ 57 x 5.01

I 5_ I x 3.16
54 x 2.51
53 "x 2.00

_ 52 x 1.59
i 5_. x 1.28

"" 4_ x .7'f:;
4tl X .53£

_ x .39u
45 x .316
44 x .2_l

23 x .20Q

--" 41 x .I_5
40 x .!00

J_ x .063
]; .OSo

26 x ._40

s,-=_ _40_ s_ Dt-'_ 30.4

-- _'aq(24) oc L_R G5

Figure D.10 Sample Worksheet "D" for Calculacion of Ldn
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D-7 Chapter 7.0 - Noise Reduction Due to a Barrier

i This example illustrates the method used to predict

the reduction in sound level due to a barrier as described in

,_ Section 7.3.

A crawler tractor produces an A-weighted sound level
i

of 75 dB at a receiver 15 meters (50 ft) away. A barrier is to

I, be erected between the crawler tractor and the receiver as
i,,l

shown in Figure D.11a. The barrier is 10.5 meters (35 ft) from

_; the receiver and extends 1.5 meters (5 ft) above the crawler

tractor.

The A-welghted sound level reduction is determined

Ji as follows:

i) Determine the path length difference (i.e., the
difference between the straight llne path from the

_ tractor to the receiver and the path from the
tractor to the top of the barrier, then to the
receiver).

" 2) Locate this path difference, .35 meter (I ft)
on the horizontal axis of the graph in Figure D.llb.

' _ 3) Draw a vertical line from this location to the
curve.

4) Draw a horizontal line from the curve to the
vertical axis. The intersection of this heri-

n3 zontal line and the vertical axis indicates the

; value of the reduction in sound level due to
the barrier, about 14 dB.

!._ D-18



1.5

l! .

a - 4.75 meters
, _- b - 10.6 meters

_ c ,. 15.0 meters
_d

Path difference m = 4.75 + 10.6 - 15.0 = 0.35 meters
E

_ Flsure D.lla Posdtlon of Barrier, Noise Source and Receiver

3!

?_ -2o

,, g /

N4

; 1

f :
I J

I; .o, .o_ o., o.o ,.o _o
PA'PH OIFF[R_NC_ rn

I I !

Figure D.IIb A-Nelghced Noise Reduction Due Co a Barrier as a
!_ FuncClon of che Path Difference in Meters
U



i i APPENDIM E

CURRENT STATE AND LOCAL NOISE REGULATIONS

The reader should be aware of the numerous state
IL

and local ordinances which must be considered in assessing

i_ impact or compliance. The EPA report, "Noise Source Regula-

tion in State and Local Noise Ordinances," 550/9-75-020, 1975,
.!
_o_ lists land use noise regulations for over 54 local jurisdic-

tions, and lists approximately i00 more with enabling legis-

lation permitting the development of noise regulations. A

, sttn_nary of the type of regulation and the sound level limits
_t

are provided in tables contained in this Appendix.

i_ The user of this manual is strongly encouraged to

obtain noise regulations for the local jurisdiction in which

the proposed project is to be constructed and to determine how

F_ they apply to the proposed project. A careful review of these

documents will provide the proper nomenclature, measurement

procedure, and other information necessary to assess compliance

'_' with local criteria.

i
N

i'
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TABLE E. I

STATE LAND USE NOISE REGULATIONS

(All levels _n A-welghted dB unless noted otherwise)

Cdm/a Land Eff_t_e _x/muraCon_uous Ma*,Nob M_.
-, No;_ L_! _mpu_ Comment

U,*tp _tt Ld I La L _ Nabe
I L

i _ 1. Cafifornia I._'ge B 1-1-76 80 E._ln$
Airports A 1-1-76 75 F.x_s_'l g

A 1-1-81 70 _,i3t/n8
-- A I-1-86 65 Existing

Srr,a/l B 1-1-76 70 Ex.i*ting
Airports A 1-1-76 65 Exist_8

-" New 65
Ah'po.s CNEL

2. Colorado I 7am/7pm 7pm/7am I
pwl

ResidentltJ N/S $$ $0 Exempts A/C
1_ 65 N/A Exempts A/C

r Commtrc_ N/S 60 55 Exempt_A/C
_l LH 70 N/A Eaemp_ A/C

LJaht N/S 70 65 _mprs A/C
i_ lndlut. L_ 80 N/A Exempts A/C
i_ IndUstrial N/S 80 75 Includesr_.

L_ 90 N/A t01dr_Sht-cf-
wly11,

' _ "/am I._"" 3. IIl_o_
7a_/lOpm IOpm/7an: lOFm 7am

!'_ C_ A 8-9-73 "55 "45 50 45 From Cl_.s A
:/t (R._Mn 0 "$5 "45 ._0 From_ B

"61 "51 57 FromClte*C
CI_ B 8-9-73 "55 N/B 50 45 From C_ A

I (Comm,r. '61 NIS 57 From _ B
"_ I _iaJ) "66 NIS 57 From Class C

!'_ A/C - Aircraft; RR - RaJlwtd; N/A - Not Applicable;
_ A/P - Airport*; NIS - Not Specified; A - After; B - Before

•Eatlmated from 0cove Band SPL (_) data

,_ E-2
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TABLE E. 1 (,continued

STATE LAND USE NOISE REGULATIONS

(A/I levels in A-waighced dB usless noted otherwise)

I

_ Mn_ Im qlzDI_,ofl_,QUO _1 _X. MOIll_ Ust_tLandF.ffectiwDstt be L_el Implum Comment
Ld No[ 141 NoLm,.,_ Star,,_ Lmax

/

3.w_. 7_nOpmlLOpm/Ta= 7am lopm! _ (Cont.) 10pm Tun

,-i CI.I_C 8-9-7_ "61 N/$ 56 46 From¢]au A
(lndtatr_l) '61 N/S 61 FromCl_mB

"_ '70 N/S 65 From¢_q C

_" 4. N.w 7am/lOpm 10pm/7am

. --_ ]erw/' Residential 148-74 65 $$ 80 ABODctave1.1-76 50 80 BtndI.evet_
t._ Commer_ai 65 80 AimOctave

BtndLm,eh

i ; $. Orb,ion 7m/lOpm 10pnd7am In_udesopem-
; =' AllPrivate 60 55 tionof_Umotor

I_operty vehi_es.

e,

A/C - A_m'aft; RR - Rail:old;
AJP - Aitporta; N/S - Nor$_¢d; A - After; n - Before

._.
"_ t_ ,_timalld fromOctavoBandSPL(de) data

),1

. j!

i_' _7

m
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TABLE E.2

SUMMARY OF LOCAL JURISDICTIONS WITl!CONSTRUCTION NOISE REGULATIONS

Construction Site Construction Equipment
Communit7 Re_ulatlon Operation Sale Notes

Baltimore, Md. X exempts emergency work

Boston, Mass. X includes agricultural and com-
mercial equipment

Brewnrd Co., Fla. X

Chleago, Iii. X includes agricultural end com-
mercial equipment

I Cleveland,Ohio X X

Colorado Springs, Col. X excludes pile drivers

Cook Co., Ill. x includes agricultural and com-
mercial equipment

Des Plainee, Ill. X includes agricultural and com-
mercial equipment

ForcCollins,Col. X

Framingtoa, Conn. X X

Grand Rapids, Mich. X inchldes agricultural end com-
mercial equipment

Helena, Mont. X

Kalamazoo, Mich, X



TABLE E.2 (continued)

Construction Site Construction Equipment
Co_unit_ Re_ulntlon gper.tfon 9aAe Notes

Kiss Co., Wash. X innludea sgrleultuzsl and com-
mercial equipmen=

Lakewood, Celi_. X uses industrial zoning levels

Louisville, Ky, X

M_disonj WIs. X _ncludoe farm tractors

Minneapolis, Minn. X

Montgomery Co., Md. X

I New ¥mrl¢, N.Y. X X includes air compressors and
pavement breakers

Newark, N.J. X air compressors and pavement
breakers only

Palm Alto, Calif. X X

Pasadena, Calif. X

Rochester, Minn. X

Saint Paul, Minn. X

Salt Lake City, Ut=h X includes agricultural and com-
mercial equipment

Sen Diego, Callf. X



T_JBLEE.2 (continued)

Construction Site C.onst_uctienEquipment
Communit_ Regulation Operation Sale Notes

San Francisco, Calif. X X exempts impact tools and
emergency construction

Savansah_ Ga. X exempts impact tools

Seattla_ Wash. X

Toledo, Ohio X exempts emergency construction

Colorado b State of X uses Indoatri_l zoning sousd
levels

I
m New Yorkj State of X only near multiple dwellings

i........................... .....



TABLE E.3

' SUMMARY OF LOCAL JURISDICTIONS WITH LAND USE REGULATIONS

i

Commnnlr/ dll_ Oct,'re Band Other Notes

'. Amarlllo,Tex. X old octave band frequen-
; ales

Amhnlfa, Callf, X ! general regulation- not[;
_..i by Zones

Baltimore, Md. X correctionsfor time
duration

'_ Bdlevue,Wash, X
"' Boston, Mau. X

Browatd Co,, Fla. X
'-- ColoradoSprings,Colo. X• i

_; Cohnnbh,S,C. X old octaveband/requan.
ties

I'_ Cook Co., IIL " X X
L_ CoralGables,Fla, X

Chicago,m. X X

Dayton, Ohio X
; ; Fromont, Calif. X maximumlevelsin (20._N

300Hz,300-2400,> 2400
GrandRapid, Mteh. X X

• ; Honolulu, l_waii X old octavcband frequcn.
cles

Inglswood,Calif. X

_, l_sas City, Me. X old octave band froquen.r
ties

Kal_nazoo, Mich. X Includes railroadright.

,,_ of,way: Lakcwood,Colo, X m_.v.tm.,,dn]eYelsin dB
LosAngeles,Calif. X

._ Los Vegas, Nov. X maximum levels In dB
I Madison, WI._. X maximumIcvels In dB

MasonCo., Wash. X maximum Icvclsin dE

,__ Miami,Fla. X old octave band frcquen.
i des

--' * A-Welghcad Sound Level

u
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Table E.3 (continued)

SUMMARY OF LOCAL JUISDICTIONS WITH LAND USE REGULATIONS

Cammanlty da * Octave Band Other Notes

i --
, _ Milwaukee,Wise. X

'"; Minneapoll|,Minn. X
NewOrleans,La. X oldoctavebandfreqaen._e

_ CieSI,
,.,i Nhkaymm. N.Y. X m_Imum lewl In dB

Oakland. Calif. X
" Pawtucket, R.I. X
b_ Pasadena,Calif, X maximum levels indB;

Limecorsecflons
Pontiac,Mich. X maximumlevels M dB
Orlando,Fla. X old octave'band frequen-

•:'J cies
Racine,WBc. X maximum levels in dB

_,4 Ricldand,Wa|h. X old octaveband frequea-

, _| ales
;_ SaltLakeCity, Utah X correctionsfor time

#4 duration
[_6 S= Die,o, C_f. X

SanFranciscoCalif. X

I_ Silverton,Ore. X old octaveband freqneo-cies
Springfield,Mass. X old octavehand frequen.

ties

Tacoma,Wash. X old octavehand frequen-cies

Tor:_cc, Calif. X maximum levels ladB

_, Warwick,I_I. X old octave._band frequen-cies
We_tland,Mich. X maximumlevels indB

._ WinstonSalem, N.C. X old octaveband frcquen.
cloc

m,m

VkglniaBeach, Va. X old octaveband frequen-
,_ ciea

i

m

-_ *A-Weighted Sound Level

E-8
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TABLE E. 4

r

SUMMARY OF LOCAL JURISDICTION

"' INTRUSIVE NOISE SOURCE REGULATIONS

' .' (All levels in A-wsighted dB unless noted otherwise)I*

_"_ C._lrdl Nobe Soua_ Ma_, M_ FJr/Mf| A_L

'::'_ I.A/IZOfl_,
'_zson H,W,C 70_BC 50 ft.

: ! t. _llifoi_l,

_ |) Dglbaflk M/_ _0 l_lid_ntitJ-ZO plTe7

60 l_ldentlal-7 Lm.10 p_
70 CommltcN-_NInl|

75 AU Oth_-tnytim*

J_'t b) Downr/ Outdoor F./E < t P/L Above _rnb_nt

, _ M/E <'_ P/t. At_v*Amblrnt

i! d) ,_m Dt_lo O_td0or _E <90 SOft. I0 _'c, du,_t[on/I 0 mL_.
_c_ H. V_C 89 300 ft.

_ ] R_ ru,_ Ve_cJa 15 _Ofl A 12,31-73

P_ fu_ Vehldo B0 . _0ft. A 12-31-77

' _j Power Model V¢;ddl < $ Above ZonJ_!/unbknt

i !,3 I) Sin Francb¢o P_ fuse Vehide I0 $0 ft. A 3.18-73
es 75 _0ft. A 3,1&78

Power Modal Veldd* 85 $0 It. A 3.1&7_

_0 _0ft. A 3,1&76

0 Tornmc_ II.W,C <90 _00ft.
[ F./E;M/E < 5 Pit. ,_ov, Ambknl

3. Co_nmdo,

"* Ltkmvc_d UR/£ 80 2_ fl,

,-.! 4, _odda,

I s) I)_owsld Co. Outdoor PIE 80 25 ft. Mdustrhd At_

'-- ?5 25 ft, OutlneuJCommefclal
_c_bltcd Rmdent_

'-_ H-Horfla; W-_i_tlcs _C-Claxons; M/E-FIn|, Ak CcndItLofl_rk _tc.; P/t.-Proper ty Line; E/_-ElecllonJc E_uipmer_t;
L_R/E-LI_h( Rt_id_fltill _.quIpmcnt

; E-9



TABLE E. 4 (continued)

SUMMARY OF LOCALJURISDICTION
-- INTRUSIVENOISESOURCEREGULATIONS

(All levels in A-welghced dB unless noced ocherwlse)

_,_¢.dleda Ope_lio.: NewS:Je_
N01m .$o_ M*_, Meu, EtHMf| Accept.

; 2udldkflo_"'_ Doctlptlon Level Dist. I)lte ievd Commmls

.... 4. Flod_ (Corn,)
b) Cotll {;abl¢l M_ <_0 I$ fl* Ot I $ II, fiom P/L

• ©) _ywood }_fl+ <60 P/Lot

'-" 5, lllmol*,
i t) (_icalo _l_E 50 _ A 1.1.72 74

'+' 50 fl, A 1-175 70

$0 (I. A 1-148 6$

r + b) Cook Count UR]R SOft, B 1-1.75 74

"*" 't0 ft. A I - 145 70

_(I, A 1-1-79 I 65

| ¢) M_'_I_O .M/_ <: 5 ' Ahoy0 Ambl_t

M/_ < SdB Any 0 c,.zvc Dand re Arab
If '_9 30<3 ft.

: _ F,_ <15 P/L /_o_ Amblem

: <._0 IhdlolTV In R_denfid 2

& ]ndhtml, " <IGO

..] tn&umpoll_ PJR ' _C
7, M+*sschu..e_e,

_o*lon I,/;_ $0 fl. A 1,1,72 74

A |.1.75 70
A 1*1-78 65

8, MlcZdlpm,
"": C_and I_pJda L/_E 50 fl* A 7,1.73 88

Soft, A I,l-?$ 86

-5 $Ofl. A l,l.SO 60

H-Horns; M_-FaJlI, AI_ Cond_l[onert, Etc,; P/I,,- _-o pcrty L_; E/F4-_Ct foni¢ _quipmcnt; L_E-UKhI Rea_dcfltltt

__ l_lUlpment

E-10b t
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i -
TABLE E. 5

: MISCELLANEOUS NOISE REGULATIONS

Aspen, Colorado % Specifies a l_mlt of 80 dE, A-welghted, at
Boulder, Colorado _ 25 ft from noise source or 25 ft from the

i property llne on which the noise source is
.... located.

Clifton, New Jersey Any source of sound is in violation if it is
_"_ more than i0 dB above the ambient in daytime

-- (.7 am tO i0 pm) and 5 dB above the nighttime

i i (10 pa to 7 am) ambient.

Glenville_ New York A source cannot exceed 70 dB at the property
llne.

Indianapolis, Inddana General limit of 115 dE, C-welghted.

Marengo, Illinois Less than 70 dE, A-welghted, or 70 dB in any
octave hand within 200 ft of a school, hos-

pital, or church.

,_ Pocatello, Idaho General regulation - less than 92 dE,

A-welghted, at 20 ft.

Enclosed Places of Entertaiament

" A-Nelghted Sound Levels

,,' "=_ Lakswood, California 8 hrs - 90 dB 2 hrs - iO0 dB
__' 6 hrs - 92 dE 1 hr - 105 dB

4 hrs - 95 dB 30 mln - ll0 dB

-q 3 hrs - 97 dB 15 mln - 115 dB
i

Salt Lake City, Utah Less than i00 dB_ A-weighted, or provide

a warning sign.
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